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ABSTRACT 

Brainstorming (Osborne, 1951) is a popular idea generation technique 

used by businesses, civic leaders, educators and many other groups of people. 

It remains very widely used despite evidence that group output (quantity of 

ideas) is inferior to the pooled output of individuals, or nominal groups (Taylor, 

Berry & Block, 1958). 

This dissertation is the first to directly compare the production of turn-

taking groups to brainstorming groups. The utility of turn-taking had been 

compared to an idea generation technique called synectics (Bouchard, 1972 ) 

and to computer-aided brainstorming (Gallupe, Cooper, Grise & Bastianutti, 

1994). The data from these studies suggested that turn-taking may yield a 

greater number of ideas per group than brainstorming. The production of both 

small (four participants) and large (seven to ten participants) groups was 

evaluated for quantity and quality under two topic conditions. Participants' task 

perceptions were also measured. 

Participants in turn-taking groups produced a greater number of ideas per 

group than participants in brainstorming groups. Participants in large groups 

produced more ideas per group than participants in small groups. However, 

when output is measured on a per-person criteria, small groups performed better 

than large groups. 
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Turn-taking groups of both sizes and small brainstorming groups 

generated ideas of comparable quality under one topic condition, while large 

brainstorming groups produced ideas of inferior quality. Participants in turn-

taking groups were more likely to generate "elite" ideas; those chosen by raters 

for a "top-ten" list. 

Participants in large groups reported greater satisfaction than participants 

in small groups. Participants in turn-taking groups reported more evaluation 

apprehension than participants in brainstorming groups, as well as more 

difficulty paying attention to and remember others' ideas. 

A secondary study revealed that nominal groups produce significantly 

more ideas than both turn-taking and brainstorming groups, and that participants 

in untimed-nominal conditions did not report greater satisfaction than 

participants in timed-nominal conditions. In one topic condition, participants in 

nominal groups generated higher quality ideas than participants in turn-taking 

and brainstorming groups. In the other topic condition, no differences in idea 

quality were significant. 
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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

For the past forty years, most research concerning brainstorming groups 

has focused on explaining why groups do not meet performance expectations 

(Mullen, Johnson & Salas, 1991). It was quite shocking to learn that the 

combined output of individuals greatly exceeded the output of interacting groups 

(Taylor, Berry & Block, 1958). Many variations (e.g., participants' occupations, 

gender, and session topic) yielded the same results (see Lamm & Trommsdorf 

(1972) and Mullen, Johnson, & Salas (1991) for reviews). Models based on 

task classification schemes (e.g., Steiner, 1972) further reinforced the idea that a 

great deal of process loss occurs within groups performing idea generating 

tasks. 

Osborne (1957) devised the brainstorming guidelines for group idea 

generation upon the assumption that groups of advertising copy writers could 

come up with more creative advertising campaign ideas if they were stimulated 

by their coworkers suggestions. So, the finding that nominal groups generated 

more ideas and ideas equal in quality to those of interacting groups seemingly 

negated the utility of the brainstorming technique. Yet, the technique remains 

popular and is generally believed to be very valuable(e. g., Boden, 1991; 

Connolly, Routhieaux & Schneider, 1993; Gallupe et a!., 1992; Lamm & 

Trommsdorf, 1972; Mullen, Johnson & Salas, 1991). 



Brainstormino Guidelines 

Osborne (1957) sought to establish some procedural guidelines that 

would give groups of advertising copy writers every opportunity to think of 

creative ideas for advertising campaigns. He called his procedure 

"brainstorming" and devised these central tenets: participants should express 

any idea that occurred as spontaneously as possible, participants were not 

allowed to criticize each others ideas, participants should not self-censor, 

participants should build upon each others previous ideas, and the vŝ lder the 

idea is, the better! In this way, a large, diverse pool of ideas should be created, 

and then a few good ideas could be selected in order to develop advertising 

campaigns. Osborne's procedure became popular and soon business 

professionals were being trained in the brainstorming procedure. In order to 

train people to obey the guidelines, a monitor was used who rang a bell every 

time a participant violated a rule, such as making a critical comment about 

another participants idea. Osborne's guidelines also included the 

recommendation that the brainstorming sessions should take place in an 

informal setting, such as a restaurant, rather than in the office building. He also 

believed participants should be told which product(s) the session was to be 

targeted to a few days in advance. 

The majority of research done by social psychologists with brainstorming 

groups (e.g., Bouchard, 1972; Bouchard, Barsaloux& Drauden, 1974; Diehl & 

Stroebe, 1991; Taylor, Berry & Block, 1958;) involves using a simplified version 



of Osborne's technique. Participants are not told of the topic in advance, and no 

training is provided. Rather, students are given the instructions and topic just 

shortly before their performance is evaluated. The variable most often 

measured is the number of non-repeated ideas per group. This quantity is 

compared with the aggregate number of non-repeated ideas of four people who 

perform the task alone. These studies have consistently demonstrated that 

individuals generate more ideas than interacting groups. When quality has been 

assessed, usually no significant advantage for either condition has been found 

(e.g., Renzulli, Owen & Callahan, 1974). Variables that have been tested 

include: topic differences (e.g., Graham, 1973; Harari & Graham, 1975; Maginn 

& Harris, 1980), participants' professions (Dunnette, Campbell & Jaastad (1963), 

participants' age and gender (Rotter & Portugal, 1969), and experimenter's 

gender (Bouchard & Hare, 1970). 

Some variables that do affect performance and have conceptual 

foundations are participants' level of communication apprehension and group 

size. Jablin, Selbold and Sorenson (1977) demonstrated that groups of 

participants with low communication apprehension generate more ideas than 

like-size groups of participants with high communication apprehension; however, 

nominal groups still generate the most number of ideas. Renzulli, Owen and 

Callahan (1974) showed that larger groups generate more ideas per group and 

more or original ideas than smaller groups. Triandis, Hall and Ewen (1965) 



showed that dyads whose members differed on the liberal-conservative attitude 

dimension generated more ideas than convergent dyads. 

Mechanisms Underlying Process Loss 

Steiner (1972) proposed that process loss in groups can stem from two 

sources: losses in motivation and losses in coordination. Examples of the 

former in brainstorming research include free-riding, emergence of a low 

performance norm, and evaluation apprehension; while the most noted example 

of the latter is production blocking. Free riding may occur in brainstorming 

groups due to task conditions: when participants speak aloud in a group 

discussion, their output is pooled and not individually identifiable (Latane & 

Harkins, 1979). To put it simply, some participants choose to "slack off," since 

there are no disagreeable repercussions for doing so. 

Another factor that can dampen motivation is the emergence of a low 

performance norm early in the session (Paulus & Dzindolet,1993). Participants 

may perceive the task Is moving along at less than optimal production, but they 

view this as an acceptable reality. When looking back and evaluating their 

group's performance, participants may think the group didn't do so well, but that 

they of course, did pretty well (Paulus, Dzindolet, Poletes & Camacho, 1993). In 

other words, participants overestimate their own individual contributions to the 

group. Therefore, the emergence of a low performance norm accounts for both 



process loss and for the illusion of productivity (overestimates of individual 

contnbutions). 

Evaluation apprehension is the reluctance to contribute ideas one 

perceives may be met with criticism, laughter or other forms of disapproval. 

Though the brainstorming instructions try to eliminate evaluation apprehension 

by forbidding public criticism, participants may feel apprehension by worrying 

about what others are thinking of voiced contributions. 

Though these motivational inhibitors no doubt account for some process 

loss, Diehl and Stroebe (1987) contend that most process loss is accounted for 

by production blocking. This explanation was first suggested by Lamm and 

Trommsdorf (1974) who urged psychologists to quantify how group output is 

limited by the simple fact that only one person can speak at a time. 

More recently, researchers in Management Information Systems (Dennis, 

George, Jessup & Nunamaker 1988; DeSanctis & Gallupe, 1987; Gallupe, 

Bastianutti & Cooper, 1991; Gallupe, Cooper, Grise & Bastianutti, 1994) began 

studying brainstorming groups that perform the task on an interactive computer 

network. It has been shown that these technology-aided groups generated 

significantly more ideas than traditional brainstorming groups (Connolly, 

Routhieax & Schneider, 1993), yet significantly fewer ideas than nominal groups. 

As researchers strove to explain the underlying mechanisms of the technology 

advantage, one line of questioning led Gallupe et al. (1994) to introduce a 

production block into the computer network. Production blocking was defined by 



Lamm and Trommsdorf (1972) as the simple fact that only one person may 

speak at a time; therefore, all other participants' production is blocked. To 

mimic the effect of waiting for ones' turn to speak in an interacting group, 

Gallupe et al. (1994) made a change in the computer network which prohibited 

participants from entering data via the keyboard if another participant was 

already doing so. In this study, the control group was an interacting group 

required to take turns while generating ideas, rather than the standard 

brainstorming procedure. The mean number of ideas the turn-taking group 

generated was significantly lower than that of the technology-aided group, but it 

appeared to this researcher to be higher than the means produced by most like-

sized brainstorming groups in previous studies. This observation posed an 

interesting question. Could a procedural innovation which served as a 

production block in computer-aided idea generation actually improve 

performance in group conditions? If so, how could improved performance be 

accounted for, and what new ways could we evaluate the mechanisms 

implicated in process loss? 

The Turn-Taking Procedure 

In this study, two procedures, brainstorming and turn-taking were 

compared. It is possible, indeed probable, that the mechanisms underlying 

process loss operate differently in each condition. For example, there may be 

less free-riding in turn-taking groups than in brainstorming groups because one's 



output is more easily identifiable. Perhaps a low performance norm does not 

form as early duhng the task under turn-taking conditions, due to participant's 

reluctance to be the first to say "pass." One might guess that a turn-taking group 

could get in a rhythm, and a by-product would be a lesser degree of production 

blocking. On the other hand, participants in turn-taking conditions may 

experience a greater degree of evaluation apprehension than participants in 

brainstorming conditions. Or turn-takers might engage in more self-evaluation 

than brainstormers, and evaluate themselves favorably, thus stimulating idea 

production. Still other factors could explain increased output in turn-taking 

groups. Steiner (1972) contended that some process loss is due to deficiencies 

in coordination among group members. Perhaps the structure inherent in the 

turn-taking procedure insures a higher degree of coordination. Or, perhaps a 

more cooperative atmosphere is established, which has a positive impact of 

performance, especially output quantity. Another possibility is that the turn-

taking procedure affords less socially aggressive but creative individuals greater 

opportunities for contribution. 

This study focused on definitively establishing the quantity advantage of 

turn-taking groups over brainstorming groups. It also sought to document 

differences in idea quality, but no specific methodological manipulations were 

included to address whether any of the potential underlying explanatory 

mechanisms accounted for differences in either the quantity or quality of ideas. 

However, participants were asked some questions designed to explore task-



related differences in social perceptions corresponding to free riding, evaluation 

apprehension, performance norms, production blocking and level of cooperation. 

According to Steiner's (1972) task classification system, idea generation is an 

additive task. For additive tasks, the group's potential productivity is determined 

by the ability of its' average member. Also, McGrath (1984) has suggested that 

idea generation requires a high degree of cooperation. So, it would follow that 

groups whose members cooperated among themselves to a high degree should 

perform well on idea generation tasks. 

The primary experiment was designed to compare the output (quantity 

and quality of ideas) and social perceptions of turn-taking and brainstorming 

groups. It was expected that turn-taking groups would generate a greater 

number of ideas than brainstorming groups. A second variable of interest was 

group size. It is well established that larger brainstorming groups generate more 

ideas than smaller ones (Bouchard & Hare, 1970). The question of interest in 

this study was whether large turn-taking groups would generate more ideas than 

large brainstorming groups. Usually process loss by groups increases with 

group size, so the question was whether process loss for turn-takers and 

brainstormers was equal. The number of ideas per each of four five-minute 

time blocks was also assessed. Similarly, both the total number of passes (in 

turn-taking groups) and number per time-interval were examined. Idea quality 

was also examined, with ideas being assessed for creativity and feasibility. A 

quality measure of idea selection was also used. Raters picked the ten best 
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ideas (for each topic) from a small list of all ideas scoring seven or higher. This 

measure was used because in the working world, the end goal for users of a 

large idea pool is to select the best few ideas for development and 

implementation. 

Participants' social perceptions were also addressed in the hope that 

these perceptions might shed some light on what kinds of mechanisms might 

drive the turn-takers to better performance. It was predicted that participants in 
* 

turn-taking groups would report less free-riding than participants in 

brainstorming groups, and that this difference would be significantly greater for 

large groups. It was expected that participants in turn-taking conditions would 

experience a greater sense of cooperation, be better able to retain ideas in 

short-term memory while waiting to speak, and be able to devote a greater 

percent of their total attention to the task at hand. It was also expected that 

participants in turn-taking groups would experience more evaluation 

apprehension, since individual output was more identifiable. Thus, it was also 

expected that perceptions (and in theory, actual amounts) of social loafing 

would be lower for turn-taking participants. Several other mechanisms could 

explain a turn-taking advantage. One likely candidate is a positive performance 

norm forming in the early portion of the session. 

A second experiment composed of two studies asked whether nominal 

groups would again generate significantly more ideas than either the turn-taking 

or brainstorming groups; and whether participants liking for the task could be 



positively impacted. The output of the interacting groups in the first study was 

compared to the output of participants in nominal groups. It was predicted that 

nominal groups would again have significantly higher quantity totals than both 

the turn-taking and brainstorming groups. Idea quality an social task 

perceptions were also addressed. 

The next study examined the paradoxical finding that participants in 

nominal conditions are less satisfied with their performance than participants in 

interactive group conditions. A point of interest was whether task-liking could be 

increased for participants in nominal conditions by simply allowing them to 

discontinue the task at their own discretion. It was predicted that while 

performance for individuals in this condition might be inferior, measures of 

satisfaction might be superior to those of participants who generated ideas alone 

for a required pehod of time. 
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CHAPTER 

Method 

Participants 

One hundred eighty-two students served in the four interactive group 

conditions. All participants were students at Texas Tech University, in either 

Introductory Psychology, Social Psychology, or Business Management classes. 

All participants received extra-course credit as compensation. Students were 

required to enroll by signing their names on a posted sheet or by signing a sheet 

circulated in their classroom. The sheets had an equal number of slots for males 

and females, to control for any potential confounding gender-related effects. 

Procedure and size conditions were randomly assigned to the forty group time 

slots. 

Design 

In addition to the main experimental variables, two topics (ideas for a 

recreation or medical center) were used in the study. The experiment employed 

a 2 X 2 X 2 X 2 mixed factorial (see Table 1). Idea generating procedure 

(brainstorming or turn-taking), group size (small or large) and order (of topics) 

were between subjects factors. Topic (recreation or medical center) was a 

within-subjects factor. Small groups consisted of four members. Large groups 

had between seven and ten members. Ten subjects were solicited, but data 
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from groups of size seven, eight, and nine were included in the analysis due to 

subject pool and time constraints. There were ten interacting groups in each 

main condition (forty total groups). 

Table 1. Experimental Design. 

Procedure 

Size 
Small 

(4) 
Large 
(7-10) 

Brainstorming 
Medical, Recreation 

(Order) 
Recreation, Medical 

(Order) 

5 
groups 

5 
groups 

5 
groups 

5 
groups 

5 
groups 

5 
groups 

5 
groups 

5 
groups 

Turn-taking 
Medical, Recreation 

(Order) 
Recreation, Medical 

(Order) 

Eguipment 

A standard cassette recorder with two multi-directional microphones was 

placed upon a table around which participants were seated. A stationary 

mounted video camera served as a source of back-up taping. Participants were 

told of its presence during the expenmenta! instructions. In the nominal 

conditions, either standard cassette or micro-cassette recorders were used to 

12 



tape participants' ideas. A 12-inch wooden baton or "talking stick" was used in 

the turn-taking condition as a way to denote which speaker held the floor. 

Idea Generation Procedures 

Two idea generation procedures were used as independent variables. 

Brainstorming groups followed the traditional guidelines created by Osborne 

(1954). Subjects were instructed to voice any idea that came to their minds 

without self censorship or worrying what others' opinions might be. In fact, they 

were told, "the wilder the idea is, the better." They were also instructed to build 

upon others ideas as a way to increase their group's total. They v\̂ re told that 

quantity of ideas and creativity were key points of the experiment. Turn-taking 

groups also received the previous guidelines, but they were told they must be in 

possession of the "talking stick" before they could speak. They were instructed 

to say "pass" if they had no idea when the stick was handed to them. They were 

told that the could conthbute as usual on the next go-round if they then had an 

idea. An arbitrary seat was designated as the starting point and turns 

proceeded in a clock-wise direction around the table (see Appendix B for 

complete instructions to subjects). 

Expenmenta! Procedure 

Participants were told they were going to be in a study about idea 

generation. They were asked to read and sign a standard consent form. Then 

13 



participants were read instructions for either the brain-storming or turn-taking 

condition. Participants first engaged in a five-minute practice session. All 

practice sessions used the traditional "thumbs" problem. Participants were 

asked how the world would change if all babies born as of this day had an extra 

fully opposable thumb on each hand. The five-minute practice session was not 

taped. Once any questions participants had were addressed, participants 

engaged in two twenty-minute idea generation sessions. For both topics 

participants were asked to imagine that a wealthy benefactor had left an 

unlimited amount of money to the university for improvement. One topic asked 

what features and services a new recreation center should have; the other asked 

what features and services a new medical center should have. Participants were 

allowed to take a break if needed between sessions, but few chose to do so. 

After the completion of the second session, participants were given a social 

task-perceptions questionnaire (see Appendix C). Participants handed in the 

questionnaire to the experimenter, who thanked them and gave them vouchers 

for extra course credit. 

Dependent Variables 

Idea Quantity 

Three classes of dependent variables were measured: idea quantity, idea 

quality, and social task-perceptions. Idea quantity was determined by counting 

the number of unique ideas from a typed transcription of the groups' cassette 

14 



tapes. Two assistants, blind to the hypotheses, served as transcriptionists. 

Often a speaker voiced more than one idea per turn, sometimes speakers 

provided specific examples of more general ideas or a rationale for an idea; and 

other times humorous comments were made. Rationales and comments were 

not counted as ideas, but each example of an idea was counted with an 

additional tally. The transcribers -marked each five-minute time interval on the 

lists. Scores were adjusted for duplications within sessions. 

Two master lists were created which contained all the ideas mentioned for 

each of the two topics. Each group's ideas were assigned to one of several 

categories to facilitate creation of the master list. For example, with the medical 

center topic, any idea which mentioned physicians or nurses was written on a 

sub-list. Each group vŷ s identified by its session number, and ideas were 

recorded in this way. For example, the idea that physicians should improve their 

people skills was written on the list, and the numbers of all the groups who 

thought of this idea were recorded. Thus, the list could be used to generate the 

idea totals for the nominal groups and the average quality scores for each of the 

sixty-four groups. 

Idea Quality 

To assess idea quality, two raters assessed each idea on the master lists 

on two scales; creativity and feasibility. The raters were not the transcribers, 

and had no way to ascertain if an idea came from a brainstorming or turn-taking 

group. The raters were blind to the experimental hypotheses. A rating of nine 

15 



was the highest and a rating of one was the lowest score. For each idea, the 

scores were averaged; thus an idea that was rated a nine in creativity but only a 

two in feasibility would receive a score of 5.5. Rater agreement (between 

averaged scores) was deemed to be sufficient if the scores were within 2.5 

points. Larger discrepancies were settled by having raters discuss the reasons 

underting their scoring decisions and then agreeing on compromise scores. For 

the medical center topic, rates disagreed on 251 of 1874 ideas, or 13% of the 

total. For the recreation center topic, raters disagreed on 225 of 1242 ideas, or 

18% of the total. Once this was done, the raters' scores for each idea were then 

averaged together to generate the final score for each idea. The inter-rater 

reliability correlation (after discussion) were as follows: medical center, .54; 

recreation center, .59. 

All ideas scoring a 7.5 or greater were then resubmitted to the raters. 

They individually rank-ordered the ideas. Then, they met to jointly create two 

lists (one per topic) of the ten best or "top ten" ideas. After the top ten list was 

created for each topic, the master list was consulted and the number of ideas a 

group landed in the "top ten" was noted. Thus, two quality measures were 

considered. 

Social Task Perceptions 

After participants in interacting groups completed the second twenty-

minute idea generation session, they were given a survey to complete that 

16 



concerned social task perceptions. This survey, based on the fourteen-question 

instrument developed by Dennis and Valacich (1993), measures general 

satisfaction with participation, synergy and stimulation, and perceptions of time 

constraints. It also addresses questions relevant to the underlying mechanisms 

implicated in process loss, such as evaluation apprehension, production 

blocking and free riding. Seventeen new questions were added. New 

questions addressed perceptions of competition and cooperation, ability to focus 

attention, ability to remember one's own ideas while waiting for a chance to 

speak and perceptions of both individual and group performance. Examples of 

questions can be seen below in Figure 1 (see Appendix C for complete 

questionnaire). 
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Figure 1 
Examples of Survey Questions 

Production Blocking 
When you thought of an idea. 

Could you express Did you have to wait 
it immediately to express it 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 

Evaluation Apprehension 
Did you feel any apprehension about generating your ideas? 

A lot of apprehension No apprehension 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 

Satisfaction 
How do you feel about the process by which you generated ideas? 

Very dissatisfied Very satisfied 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 

Cooperation 
I feel like the members of my group cooperated with each other 

All of the time None of the time 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 

Early Performance Norm 
My group's performance during the earty part of the session was 

Excellent Poor 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 

Open Ended Questions 
Estimate how many ideas an average member of your group contributed 

Participants answered most questions using a nine-point Likert scale; a few 

questions called for open-ended estimates. Participants in nominal groups 

18 



answered a shorter version of the questionnaire. After completing the 

questionnaire, participants were given their credit points and were thanked for 

their participation. 
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CHAPTER I 

RESULTS 

Idea Quantity 

Ideas per Group 

The quantity of ideas (for each topic) was analyzed with a 2 X 2 X 2 X 2 

mixed analysis of variance with procedure (turn-taking or brainstorming), group 

size (four or ten) and order of topics serving as between subjects independent 

variables, while topic (medical and recreation center) was a within-subjects 

independent variable. The analysis revealed a main effect for topic, F (1, 32) 

=22.33, e <.000, indicating participants thought of more ideas for the recreation 

center. No order effects nor interactions involving topic or order emerged. 

Please see Appendix D for the complete source table. 

Significant effects for procedure, F (1, 32) = 8.75, g. <.006 and group 

size, F (1, 32) = 15.22, g < .000 were found, with turn-taking participants 

generating more ideas than brainstorming participants, and groups of ten 

generating more ideas than groups of four. Performance of the groups 

collapsed across topic conditions are shown below in Figure 2. 
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Figure 2. Performance of Brainstorming and Turn-taking groups 
across topic conditions. 

Ideas per Person 

The mean number of ideas per person was also analyzed with a 2 (size) 

X 2 (procedure) X 2 (order) X 2 (topic) mixed ANOVA. The main effect for topic 

was significant F (1,32) = 7.13, g. < .012, indicating more ideas per person for 

the recreation center topic. Significant effects for procedure and size were also 

found, F (1,32) = 8.7, £. <.006 and F (1,32) = 11.52, g. < .002, respectively. The 

procedure effect replicates the advantage for turn-taking groups for the total 

number of ideas, but the size effect indicated a per-person advantage for groups 
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of four (see Figure 3). There were no significant effects for order nor any 

interactions. 

25̂  

20^ 

15^ 

10̂  

size 4 size 10 

-*- Brainstorming -•- Turn-taking 

Figure 3. 
Number of Ideas per Person across topics. 

Ideas per Group by Time Intervals 

The number of ideas groups generated in each of the four five-minute 

time intervals was subjected t o a 2 X 2 X 2 X 4 mixed analysis of variance with 

procedure, size and order as between-subjects variables and time block as the 

within-subjects repeated measure. Two analyses were done, one for each topic 

condition. Main effects for time intervals were found for both the medical center 

and recreation center topics, F (3, 96) = 22.05, a< .001 and F (3, 96) = 72.10, 
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£.< .001; respectively. Main effects were found for procedure and size in the 

medical center topic, F ( 1,32) = 10.35, £. < .003 and F (1,32) = 19.91,2- <001 . 

Main effects for procedure and size were found for the recreation topic, F (1,32) 

= 8.18e. < .007 and F (1,32) = 14.99, £. < .001. Declining production for each 

time block can be seen below in Figures 4 (medical center topic) and 5 

(recreation center topic). 
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Figure 4. 
Number of Ideas by Groups per Time Interval, Medical Center 
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Figure 5. 
Number of Ideas by Groups per Time Interval, Recreation Center 

Idea Quality 

In order to maximize the power to detect effects, the average quality 

scores were analyzed as eighty observations of one variable, rather than per 

separate topic. Average quality scores of the groups were subjected to a 2 

(brainstorming or turn-taking) X 2 (small or large group size) analysis of 

variance. The interaction temi was significant, F (1, 75) = 6.501, 2- < 013. The 

interaction is due to poorer idea quality in large brainstorming groups (M = 5.31). 

Brainstonning groups of four (M = 5.78) and turn-taking groups of four (M = 5.69) 
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and ten (M- 5.81) had very similar scores. The interaction can be seen below in 

Figure 6. 
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5.7^ 

5.6-

5.5r 
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5.3f 

5.2t 

5.1-

5.0-
size 4 

- ^ Brainstomiing 

Figure 6. 
Average Quality Scores of Groups. 

size 10 

-"- Turn-taking 

Number of Ideas Contributed to Top Ten List 

The number of ideas each group contributed to the top ten list was 

subjected to a 2 (small or large group) X 2 (brainstorming or turn-taking) 

ANOVA. Again, data for both topics were treated as additional observations in 

order to increase the power to detect effects. Turn-taking groups contributed 

more ideas to the top ten list, F (1,76) = 5.864, £. < .018. No other effects 
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reached significance. The mean number of contributions to the top-ten list for 

turn-taking groups (M = 1.83) was almost twice that of the brainstorming groups 

(M = 1.10). 

Number of Passed Turns 

The correlation between the total number of "passes" (per group) voiced 

by turn-takers and the number of ideas generated was examined separately for 

each topic. It should be noted that the number of passes for the fourth interval 

may be underrepresented because a few groups elected to sit silently during the 

last five minutes of the session. 

For the recreation center topic, a significant positive correlation was 

found, r = .38, E. < .05. Thus, frequency of "passing" was positively associated 

with high output totals. For the medical center topic, the correlation was not 

significant, r = .14, g. <.26, but it was in the same direction. To learn if group 

size was related to passing, independent t-tests were conducted. Differences 

between large and small groups were non-significant for both topics; L (18) = 

-.49 for the recreation center and t (18) = .25 for the medical center. The 

number of passes in each five-minute interval were combined across topics and 

analyzed with a 2 (brainstorming or turn-taking) X 2 (small or large group size) X 

4 (time block) ANOVA to better discern whether group process differed as a 
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function of group size. No significant effects for group size F (1,18) = .04, £.< 

.85, time block F (3, 54) = .47, B- <.70 or their interaction F (3, 54) = .25, £. < .86 

emerged. 

Social Task Perceptions 

Subjects' social task perceptions were assessed by a post-experimental 

questionnaire. A rotated Principal Components Analysis, saving factors with 

Eigenvalues greater than one had the best conceptual fit to the data. The 

factors extracted (in order of variance explained) corresponded to the following 

eight conceptual dimensions: General Evaluation, Numerical Estimates of 

Performance, Evaluation Apprehension, Ratings of Group Performance, 

Cooperation, Sufficient Time, Production Blocking and Memory and Attention. 

The questionnaire used for this study added several new questions to Dennis 

and Valacich's (1993) instrument. The analysis supports the existence of four of 

the six conceptual factors set forth by Dennis and Valacich (1993): Satisfaction, 

Evaluation Apprehension, Production Blocking and Sufficient Time. New 

dimensions confirmed are Cooperation and Memory/Attention, which should also 

be explored as underlying mechanisms of groups process loss. Question 

loadings on the factors can be seen below in Table 2. 
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Table 2 

Questionnaire Items and Exploratory Factor Analysis Factor Loadings 

Target Construct 
and Item Number 

Satisfaction, Q 1 
Satisfaction, Q 2 
Satisfaction, Q 3 
Satisfaction, Q 4 
Blocking, Q 5 
Blocking, Q 6 
Apprehension, Q 7 
Apprehension, Q 8 
Participation, Q 9 
Participation, Q 10 
Satisfaction, Q 11 
Satisfaction, Q 12 
Stimulation, Q 13 
Stimulation, Q 14 
Motivation, Q 15 
Time Allowed, Q 16 
Time Allowed, Q 17 
Cooperation, Q18 
Cooperation, Q 19 
Attention, Q 20 
Memory, Q 21 
Apprehension. Q 22 
Early Performance, Q 23 
Mid Performance, Q 24 
Late Performance, Q 25 
Total Performance, Q 26 
Own Estimate, Q 27 
Group Estimate, Q 28 
Avg. Member Est., Q 29 
Best Member Est., Q 30 
Worst Member Est., Q 31 

F-1 

.81 

.69 

.78 

.69 
-.05 
-.07 
.14 
.21 
.60 
.34 
.71 
.57 
.66 
.63 
.69 
.13 
.06 

-.06 
-.18 
-.16 
-.01 
-.03 
-.05 
-.32 
-.37 
-.46 
.07 
.09 
.01 

-.06 
-.04 

F-2 

-.00 
.07 
.11 

-.13 
.07 
.01 
.04 

-.03 
.15 

-.09 
.11 

-.02 
-.01 
-.07 
-.00 
.08 
.06 
.02 
.02 
.05 
.01 

-.02 
-.02 
-.05 
-.07 
-.06 
.94 
.72 
.94 
.88 
.83 

F-3 

.00 
-.06 
.19 
.08 
-.16 
-.23 
.79 
.80 
.50 
.20 
.41 
.16 

-.00 
.10 
.10 
-.01 
-.07 
-.09 
-.05 
-.14 
-.07 
-.67 
.02 

-.05 
.06 
.11 
.03 
.04 
.00 

-.06 
.05 

F-4 

-.11 
-.35 
-.09 
-.09 
.06 

-.01 
.04 

-.09 
-.06 
-.60 
-.17 
-.42 
.04 

-.19 
-.03 
-.01 
-.00 
.12 
.17 
.06 
.10 
.08 
.71 
.71 
.32 
.54 
.06 
.05 

-.03 
-.01 
-.10 

F-5 

-.04 
-.19 
.06 

-.05 
-.03 
.08 

-.10 
-.02 
.04 

-.17 
.05 

-.25 
-.22 
-.08 
-.03 
.27 
.28 
.83 
.81 
.43 
.08 
.09 
.01 
.10 
.28 
.29 
.05 
.08 

-.04 
.02 

-.07 

F-6 

.04 
-.09 
-.11 
.09 
.15 
.10 

-.01 
-.02 
-.09 
-.15 
-.08 
-.05 
.40 
.42 
.34 
.70 
.73 
.19 
.17 
.04 
.25 

-.03 
.01 

-.18 
-.40 
-.15 
.06 

-.02 
.03 
.09 

-.03 

F-7 

-.02 
-.05 
-.08 
.04 
.77 
.83 

-14 
-.10 
-.12 
.08 

-.10 
.01 

-.01 
-.06 
-.04 
.08 
.25 

-.02 
.07 
.08 
.20 
.14 

-.12 
.25 
.41 
.22 
.01 
.04 
.00 

-.10 
.11 

F-8 

-.14 
.01 
.04 

-.15 
.24 
.08 

-.01 
-.04 
.28 
.11 
.15 
.11 
-.11 
-.05 
-.03 
.12 
.17 
.08 
.13 
.56 
.75 
.45 
.43 
.12 
-.20 
-.10 
.09 

-.09 
.04 

-.11 
.15 
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This analysis also shows that free-riding and synergy and stimulation are not 

strongly perceived by participants. Items querying synergy and stimulation 

loaded on the Satisfaction factor, as did one item querying free-riding. The other 

question designed to tap perceptions of free-riding loaded negatively on the 

loaded on the Rating of Group Performance factor. For a clear picture of the 

relationship of questions to factors, see the revised questionnaire in Appendix E. 

Eight factor-related means were created by combining questions 

according to factor loading as described above in Table 2. The mean scores 

were analyzed with a 2 (brainstorming or turn-taking) X 2 (small or large group 

size) ANOVA, with covariance due to order (of topics) and participants' gender 

removed. Large groups reported more satisfaction than small groups, F (1, 241) 

= 6.714, g. < .010. There was no significant effect for procedure, and no 

significant interaction. There were no significant effects for factor two, estimates 

of performance. 

In order to create the mean score for the evaluation apprehension factor, 

questionnaire item 22 had to be reverse scored. Participants in turn-taking 

groups expressed significantly more evaluation apprehension than participants 

in brainstorming groups, F (1, 241) = 6.837, g. < .009. 

Large groups gave significantly higher ratings of group performance, F (1, 

241) = 7.473, Q. < .007. There was no significant main effect for procedure and 

the interaction was not significant. The gender covariate proved significant on 

ratings of cooperation, with females perceiving the group as cooperating to a 
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greater degree than males, F (1,240) = 7.509, 2,< 007. No main effects nor 

interactions were significant. A significant main effect of process emerged on 

the sufficient time factor, with turn-taking groups indicating less satisfaction with 

the twenty-minute time period, F (1, 242) = 3.872, B.<.050. A significant effect of 

group size was also detected, F (1, 242) = 3.704, e.<.055, with larger groups 

indicating less satisfaction with the twenty-minute time period. The interaction of 

process and size was not significant. 

Turn-taking groups perceived production blocking to a significantly 

greater degree than brainstorming groups, F (1, 242) = 10.11, e.< .002. The 

interaction of procedure and size was also significant, F (1, 242) = 5.374, £. < 

.02. Brainstorming groups of four perceived significantly less production 

blocking than participants In other conditions. 

A significant effect for procedure emerged on the Memory/Attention factor. 

Participants in turn-taking groups found it significantly more difficult to pay 

attention to others' ideas and hold their own ideas in memory than participants in 

brainstorming groups, F (1, 242) = 50.206, 2- < • 000. There was no significant 

effect for group size nor for the interaction term. 
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CHAPTER IV 

DISCUSSION 

This study showed that groups of people generated more ideas when they 

took turns than when they brainstormed freely. That is, as the task became 

more structured, performance improved. Thus, the main experimental 

hypothesis was supported. It was thought that differences would be significant 

only for large groups; however, this was not the case. 

It is not entirely clear why engaging in turn-taking positively impacts 

output; but some insight is gained by examining the relationship of "passing" to 

idea quantity. Groups did not suffer from using this as a strategy; it seemed to 

have the effect of establishing a fast pace. It is likely that heightened self-

attention in turn-taking groups compels participants to keep talking continuously 

throughout the session. No groups ended sessions by repeated rounds of 

passing, and turn-takers did not have periods of silence in their sessions, as 

some brainstorming groups did. The added structure of turn-taking thus makes 

it almost impossible for groups to simply give up on the task. 

As suggested earlier, perhaps the primary advantage of the turn-taking 

structure is that it results in a quick pace being established. An examination of 

the number of passes in turn-taking groups reveals the utility of passing as a 

strategy. Though it might seem that groups who had high output totals would not 

need engage in frequent "passing," a different picture emerged. The positive 
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correlation between frequency of passing and ideas per group suggests that 

passing is not dethmental to performance. Table 3 (below) shows turn-taking 

groups ranked from most to least productive (across topics), with frequency of 

passing and group size. 

Table 3 
Group Rankings and Number of Passed Turns 

Rank 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
7. 
8. 
9. 
10. 

Ideas 
161 
160 
157 
152.5 
135.5 
128.5 
124 
116.5 
104 
99 

Passes 
7.5 
9.0 

66.0 
1.0 

10.0 
0.0 
.5 

7.5 
39.0 
6.0 

Size 
10 
4 
10 
10 
10 
10 
10 
10 
4 
4 

Rank 
11. 
12. 
13. 
14. 
15. 
16. 
17. 
18. 
19. 
20. 

Ideas 
97 
96.5 
93 
90 
75 
74 
70 
56.5 
52 
40 

Passes 
13.0 
1.5 
7.0 

26.0 
.5 

0.0 
2.0 
11.0 
6.0 

20.0 

Size 
4 

10 
10 
4 
4 
10 
4 
4 
4 
4 

This table reveals that of the top performers (eight groups who scored more than 

116 ideas) one group passed frequently, four groups passed occasionally, and 

three groups rarely engaged in passing. A different pattern can be seen by 

examining the output of the three least productive groups (those who generated 

fewer than 70 ideas). Two groups passed frequently and one group passed 

occasionally. No firm conclusions can be reached as to the utility of passing as 

a strategy, but the data does suggest that a productive group will not suffer due 

to engaging in frequent passing. Perhaps the non-productive groups would 
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have performed better if they had engaged in passing; but further research 

needs to be done before this can be ascertained. 

Responses to the task perception questionnaire indicate that turn-takers 

experience evaluation apprehension, production blocking, and difficulty with 

attention and memory to a greater degree than brainstormers. These items 

might be conceptualized as detriments to performance. However, the opposite 

may be true. For example, a little evaluation apprehension may be a good thing. 

While a great deal of apprehension is likely to cripple ones' performance, 

perhaps a moderate amount serves to encourage participation. Perhaps the 

potential stigma of passing one's turn was a significant source of apprehension 

for participants. It is probable that social comparison processes function more 

acutely in turn-taking than in brainstorming groups. Perhaps turn-takers have 

more opportunities to receive positive feedback from other group members, or to 

generate positive self-evaluations of performance. While turn-takers did not 

report greater satisfaction than brainstormers, they did give higher reports of 

participation. The turn-taking procedure seems to completely eliminate the 

option of non-participation, even for the most "attitude-challenged" participants. 

Considehng per-person rather than per group production leads one to 

question whether idea generation is truly best classified as an additive task. If 

one subscribes to the additive classification, then one must account for even 

more process loss as group size increases. Also, the per-time interval data 

reveals that process loss snowballs as time-on-task progresses. This pattern of 
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production slow-down is similar for brainstorming and turn-taking groups of both 

sizes, which implies that neither positive effects of group pace nor additional 

human resources are strong enough to offset deleterious factors. 

Comparing performance at the idea-per-group level leads one to 

conclude that a limited amount of process loss can be attributed to two of the 

usual suspects: production blocking and evaluation apprehension. On the 

contrary, increased evaluation apprehension and increased perceptions of 

production blocking were positively associated with performance. This leaves 

social loafing (or the elimination thereof) as the mechanism that best explains 

the superior performance of turn-takers to brainstormers. 

The prediction that large groups would have higher mean quality scores 

than small groups was not supported. In fact, quality scores were lowest in large 

brainstorming groups. This result supports the observation that turn-taking 

provides task structure, and it follows that more task structure is needed as 

group size increases. Future studies could address various tasks performed 

under high and low structure conditions, while comparing performance of small, 

medium and large size groups. 

The hypothesis that large groups would report less satisfaction than small 

groups was not supported, rather, the opposite was true. Participants enjoyed 

participating in large groups in both procedural conditions. This suggests that 

participants in idea generation tasks are not frustrated by the mechanisms 
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implicated in group process loss, such as production blocking, evaluation 

apprehension or free-riding. 

Inspection of performance during the four five-minute time intervals does 

not support the existence of a low early performance norm affecting subsequent 

performance. It was predicted that brainstormers would be aware of a low-

performance norm and that this would impact their performance for the rest of 

the time period, especially in large groups. However, all groups showed the 

same general pattern of generating the most ideas during the first five-minute 

time interval, with steady decline throughout the subsequent intervals. 

Although turn-taking was an effective production block for computer 

brainstormers, it appears not to be a "true" production block for face-to-face 

speaking groups. However, it is perceived as such by participants. In reality, 

some participants would likely contribute fewer ideas in a brainstorming groups 

than in a turn-taking groups due to being unskilled at grabbing command of the 

floor. Future studies could compare the production and perceptions of assertive 

and timid individuals under both types of procedural conditions. Another way to 

conceptualize turn-taking is as a function of the individual's communication style. 

For some, it is a performance enhancing aid, while for some, it is a production 

block or at least an annoyance! 
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CHAPTER V 

EXPERIMENT 2 

The second experiment utilized nominal groups (the pooled output of 

individuals generating ideas in isolation) to address two questions. First, would 

the output of nominal groups be significantly greater than the output of turn-

taking groups (idea quantity); and if so, would there be any differences in idea 

quality? It was expected that the nominal groups would generate more ideas 

than either the brainstorming or turn-taking groups, as the nominal group 

advantage is a robust and well-replicated effect. Regarding idea quality, if 

synergy and stimulation are an important component of brainstorming, than 

nominal group idea quality should be inferior to interacting group idea quality. 

Another point to consider was the number of ideas per time-interval produced by 

individuals required to engage in a twenty-minute session. It was expected that 

they would be most productive during the first five minutes, as participants in 

interacting groups had been. But it was unclear if the same pattern of 

diminishing returns would emerge for the subsequent five-minute time blocks. 

The second goal of the experiment was to see whether participant who 

generated ideas alone would like the task more if they were allowed to stop 

trying to think of ideas as soon as they felt they had given it their best effort. It 

was supposed that part of the underlying reason that individual brainstormers 
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reported significantly less task enjoyment than group brainstormers was that 

individuals felt bored and uncomfortable while waiting for the allotted task time to 

expire. 

Method 

Participants 

Twenty-four additional introductory psychology students were recruited by 

placing sign-up sheets in the psychology building. Students who had 

participated in the first experiment were ineligible to participate in this study. 

Participants were compensated by receiving partial course credit. Time slots 

were randomly designated for the timed and untimed conditions, with the order 

of topics counter-balanced. Hence, twelve participants generated ideas in the 

timed condition, and twelve participants generated ideas in the untimed 

condition. 

Design 

While individuals in nominal conditions did perform in assigned counter

balanced topic and order conditions (for the sake of the third experiment), these 

distinctions are meaningless when outputs are pooled to create nominal groups. 

Therefore, the design for the first section of the second experiment is a 3 X 2 

betv^en groups design, with three levels of procedure (turn-taking, 

brainstorming and nominal) and two levels of size (small and large). 
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For the second question addressing perceptions of nominal 

brainstormers, the design is a two-group design; with participants serving in 

either timed- or untimed nominal conditions. 

Equipment 

Participants in nominal conditions voiced their ideas out loud. Ideas were 

recorded on either standard sized tape cassettes or micro-cassettes. A few 

participants were video-taped as well. Differences in taping were due to 

equipment availability and time constraints. 

Procedure 

Participant in both nominal conditions first engaged in a five-minute 

practice session. In the nominal timed condition, participants next engaged in 

two twenty-minute idea generation sessions. In the untimed condition, 

participants were given control over session time. They were allowed to 

discontinue the task as soon as they determined they were out of ideas. 

Theoretically, participants could have elected to generate ideas for more than 

twenty minutes, but none did so. 

In the untimed condition, participants were told to turn off the tape 

recorder and to contact the experimenter once they felt they had thought of all 

the ideas that they could. In the timed condition, participants were told they had 

twenty minutes to complete the task. In both conditions, participants completed 
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a social perceptions questionnaire after completing the idea generation task. 

Due to an oversight, one page of the questionnaire was omitted for five subjects. 

Answers to these questions were scored as 5, indicating the choice 

"neutral/undecided" in order to expedite data analysis. Upon handing in their 

questionnaires, participants were thanked an given their credit slips for 

participation. Participants were allowed to ask questions of the experimenter as 

well. 

To create nominal groups, it was originally planned to sample from the 

entire nominal participant pool. But, a cursory look at the data suggested that 

participants in the untimed condition often put forth minimal effort, participating 

for ten minutes of less. Means for the twelve individuals in the nominal-timed 

and nominal-untimed conditions were 38.86 and 16.83, respectively. This 

difference was significant, t (22) = 2.23, g. < .04. Therefore, two sets of nominal 

groups of four were created; one from the subset of participants in the timed 

condition; and one from the combined timed and untimed pool. To generate 

output totals for groups of four, four slips of paper corresponding to a 

participant's number were randomly drawn. This process was repeated nine 

more times (with replacement) to created a data pool of ten nominal groups of 

four. In the first scenario, only numbers corresponding to subjects in the timed 

condition were selected. In the second scenario, numbers were selected from 

the combined timed and untimed subject set. Idea lists for each group of four 

were created by consulting the master list, with duplications being eliminated. 
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Then mean quantity totals for each sampling condition were calculated. 

Surprisingly, groups created from the combined condition yielded a significantly 

higher idea total t (19) = 10.45, than groups created from the timed only 

condition; with means of 118.6 and 102.1, respectively. Because the available 

pool to draw from would be very restricted when creating groups of ten in the 

timed only condition; it was decided to only use the sampling procedure which 

included both the timed- and untimed-nominal conditions to create this data set. 

For the following analysis, the nominal group totals from the pooled timed and 

untiimed sets were compared to the output of like-size turn-taking and 

brainstorming groups from the first study. 

In nominal conditions, participants heard brainstorming idea generation 

guidelines, with some modifications. For example, they were told not to self-

censor and to build upon their own previous ideas. Participants in both the 

timed- and untimed-nominal conditions engaged in the five-minute practice 

session. In the timed condition, twenty minutes was allowed for task completion. 

In the untimed condition, participants were told they should shut-off the tape 

recorder when they had run out of ideas and then inform the experimenter. 

Participants in the nominal conditions completed a modified version of the social 

task-perceptions questionnaire, and received an equivalent amount of course 

credit, regardless of the actual time spent participating. 
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Results 

Dependent Variable 

Idea Quantity (Studv 1) The number of ideas generated by groups for 

both topics was subjected to a 3 (brainstorming, turn-taking or nominal) X 2 

(small or large) X 2 (topic) ANOVA. Procedure and size were treated as 

between-subjects variables. Order was not considered as no effects emerged in 

Experiment One. Topic was treated as a within-subjects variable, and was 

significant, F (1,54) = 44.96, ,e. < .001, indicating all participants generated 

more ideas for the recreation center topic. As no interactions involving topic 

were significant, means are henceforth considered combined across topic 

conditions. A significant positive effect for procedure was found, F (1,54) = 29. 

09, Q. <. 001, with nominal groups (M = 172.65) generating more ideas than 

either turn-taking (M = 104.70) or brainstorming groups (M = 75.85). A 

significant effect for size was also emerged, F (1,54) = 29.24, Q_ <. 001, with 

large groups generation more ideas (M = 146.535) than small groups (M = 

89.12). No significant interactions emerged. Results can be seen below in 

Figure 7. 
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Figure 7. 
Number of Ideas by Small and Large Brainstorming, Turn-taking and 
Nominal Groups. 

Idea Quality (Studv 1). The quality scores of each participant in the 

nominal group condition was treated as if it was representative of a group data 

point. Therefore, the vahable group size v^s not considered. One-way 

ANOVAs with four levels of procedure (brainstorming, turn-taking, nominal 

untimed and nominal timed) revealed no significant differences between the 

groups for the medical center center topic, F (3, 59) = .751, Q. < .526. However, 

a difference was detected for the recreation center topic, F (3, 60) = 6.281, Q_. < 

.001. A follow-up Bonferroni test showed that the mean for the nominal timed 
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groups (M = 6.455) differed from both the brainstorming (M = 5.511) and turn-

taking (M = 5.803) groups. 

Ideas per Time-Interval The number of ideas per time block (across topic 

conditions) for the timed groups was analyzed with a repeated measures 

ANOVA. There was a significant effect for the first 5-minute period, F (3, 33) = 

32.00, g. < .001 The pattern of diminishing returns was similar to the patterns 

seen for brainstorming and turn-taking groups. Please see figure 8. 

25-
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15-

10-

1-5 6-10 11-15 16-20 

- ^ timed 

Figure 8. 
Mean number of ideas (across topics) per time-interval for timed-
nominal groups. 
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Idea Quantity and Qualitv (Study 2). As mentioned in Experiment 2, 

participants in the untimed condition generated significantly fewer ideas (M = 

16.83) than participants in the timed condtion (M = 38.86), t (22) = 2.23, e < 

.04. Differences in quality scores for the medical topic were not significant, t 

(22) = .42, £. < .682; with the untimed group earning a mean score of 5.61, and 

the timed group earning a mean score of 5.56. There was no significant 

difference for the recreation center topic, t (22) = .70, 2- < 49, with the untimed 

group recording a mean score of 5.65 and the timed group recording a mean 

score of 5.75. 

Social Task Perceptions 

Answers to each of the survey questions were analyzed with a series of 

independent t-tests, with procedure (timed or untimed) as the independent 

variable. However, the primary variable of interest in this study is participants' 

liking of the task, which is measured by several questions. Based on the factor 

analysis from the first experiment, the corresponding questions for the evaluative 

factor on the nominal group survey are items 1, 2, 3, 7, 8, 11, 12 and 13, which 

can be reviewed in Appendix B. A variable combining scores on these 

questions was created and subjected to an independent-sample t-test. 

Participants in the untimed group did not express significantly more liking of the 

task than participants in the timed group as was expected, t (22) = 1.63, g. < 

.117. 
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Participants differed at the .05 level on just one questionnaire item. 

Question #7 asked "How much do you feel you participated in this experiment?" 

Participants in the timed condition (M = 6.58) said they participated to a greater 

degree than participants in the untimed condition (M = 4.67), t (1, 23) = 2.41, g. 

< .025. 

Participants in the timed and untimed conditions differed on two additional 

questions at the .10 level of significance. Question #1 asked participants how 

they felt about the process by which they generated ideas, and participants in 

the untimed condition expressed more satisfaction (M = 5.9063) than participant 

in the timed condition (M = 5.02); t (22) = 1.9, Q. < .07. Question #16 addressed 

the issue of sufficient time for the task. Participants in the untimed condition 

indicated stronger perceptions of sufficient time (M = 8.58) than participants in 

the timed condition (M = 7.5); t (22) = 1.88, £. < .074. However, as 5 was the 

neutral point on the scale, participants in both conditions indicated having as 

much time as they needed to complete the task. 

Discussion 

The results of this study replicate the robust advantage of nominal groups 

over interacting groups when idea quantity is the measure of interest. It is clear 

that nominal group output far exceeds the output of turn-taking groups. One can 

thus conclude that only a small percentage of process loss is eliminated by 

employing a turn-taking rather than a brainstorming procedure. 
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For the recreation center topic, participants in nominal timed groups 

generated higher quality ideas than participants in other conditions. One 

difference noted by raters is interesting to consider. Participants in nominal 

groups did not conthbute many wild, outrageous ideas; whereas some of the 

ideas generated by brainstormers and turn-takers were seemingly intended to 

draw laughs from fellow group members. Ideas that drew laughs tended not to 

draw high scores. When asked, transcriptionists confirmed that laughter could 

frequently be heard on the tapes, which supports the finding that participants 

report significantly more satisfaction vAVr\ the task in interacting rather than 

nominal group conditions. 

Participants in the untimed condition, who were empowered to 

discontinue the experiment at will, did not enjoy generating ideas alone to a 

greater degree than participants asked to put forth effort for twenty minutes. 

Judging by quantity totals, not all participants in the timed condition kept trying 

to think of ideas for the full twenty minutes as instructed. However, one should 

not conclude that individuals detest the task, as means indicated of a 

"neutral/undecided" evaluation. In future studies, participants required to 

engage in the task for the full session should be asked questions addressing the 

amount of time allowed for the task. It may be the absence of interaction is a 

more important factor than the frustration of waiting, but further data is needed 

before any firm conclusions can be reached. 
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CHAPTER VI 

FINAL CONCLUSIONS 

The purpose of brainstorming groups is to create a large pool of diverse 

ideas. The underlying assumption is that a group of people can do this task 

more effectively than any one person. Groups should be able to think of more 

creative ideas because they are exposed to the thoughts of others, which can 

serve to stimulate ever more new ideas for all participants. 

As pervious studies have shown (see Lamm & Trommsdorf, 1972, 

Mullen, Salas, & Johnson, 1991 for reviews), groups do not generate as many 

ideas as an uninformed observer would expect. This study, however, shows 

that groups can do better if given more task structure, for example, the 

requirement of taking turns. Both small and large turn-taking groups performed 

better than their brainstorming counterparts upon measures of idea quantity. The 

demonstrated advantage of turn-taking on idea quantity is likely due to two 

factors: a pace or rhythm being set, and an elimination of free-riding. Pace does 

not seem to be adversely affected by participants engaging in passing turns, and 

does not enable free-riding. Turn-taking groups had fewer pehods of silence 

than brainstorming groups. This suggests that the increased task structure may 

benefit participants in idea generation tasks. 
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Further evidence is seen when considering quality scores. 

When the quality of ideas was considered, it was discovered that additional task 

structure was extremely important for larger groups. Turn-taking groups of ten 

had mean quality scores equivalent to small turn-taking and brainstorming 

groups, but idea quality for large brainstorming groups was significantly poorer. 

Therefore, persons (managers, researchers) seeking to organize idea 

generating meetings should add more task structure for larger groups of 

participants. 

It was also demonstrated that turn-taking groups are more likely to 

produce "elite" ideas, or ideas selected for implementation. This was 

ascertained by creating a list of top-ten ideas, and then going back and 

documenting the source of these ideas. 

Additionally, the finding that participants in nominal conditions had higher 

average quality scores than all other participants (for the recreation center topic) 

suggests that synergy and stimulation may not be as critical for idea quality as 

an incubation period, or time for solitary consideration, is. The use of an 

incubation pehod was recommended by Osborne (1951) in his initial 

brainstorming guidelines. However, researchers have not included this step in 

the procedure when evaluating participants performance. Additional research 

including the incubation period is warranted. 
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It is also advisable to consider participants' perceptions when studying 

group and individual performance. While perceptions may or may not be 

accurate reflections of both positive and negative underlying process 

mechanisms, unexpected findings can shed light on other hidden processes that 

may be operating. 

For instance, it was expected that turn-takers might find it easier to pay 

attention to and remember others ideas, as speakers were clearly identified by 

holding the "talking stick". However, participants reported the opposite. This 

suggests that the "next-in-line" effect (Brenner, 1973) may have been operating. 

Brenner's (1973) research on memory of verbal information has shown that 

participants have poorer recall for words read aloud by others both immediately 

before and after their own required oral performance. It is likely that this effect is 

due to evaluation apprehension; in other words, increased nervousness about 

one's own performance interferes with the encoding and/or retrieval of 

information presented by others. This suggests that the strategy of building on 

others ideas in idea generating groups may not be as easy or efficient as it 

seems on the surface. Transcripts of group can be evaluated to document the 

frequency of obvious examples (swimming pool, larger swimming pool); but 

clearly not all examples of building upon others' suggestions could be identified. 

For instance, a mention of a pool for a recreation center may lead another 

participant to suggest free shampoo for the showers, but this could not be 

inferred with any degree of certainty. 
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It seems that the company of others is needed in order for most 

individuals to enjoy idea generation. And, apparently, the more company the 

better. Larger groups reported more enjoyment than smaller groups. 

Experimenters observed that participants in large groups laughed and cut-up 

more than participants in small groups. 

According to feedback offered by the idea quality raters, many 

participants did not seem to be taking the task sehously, and offered wild ideas 

for the express purpose of drawing a laugh. One rater in particularly found this 

annoying! However, this behavior on the part of participants in large groups did 

not significantly lower the average quality scores; no significant main effect for 

size emerged. It should be noted though, that previous research by Renzulli, 

Owens and Callahan (1974) had found that large groups generated ideas of 

higher quality than small groups. Therefore, further research addressing both 

the importance of commitment to the task-at-hand and the benefits of positive 

affect are called for. 
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APPENDIX A 

EXTENDED LITERATURE REVIEW 

Anytime groups of people tackle a task, some degree of cooperation is 

required to get the job done. According to McGrath (1984), idea generation 

requires a high degree of cooperation among group members. The most widely 

used technique of idea generation is brainstorming (Osborne, 1957). In 

brainstorming groups, people cooperate by not chticizing each other's ideas and 

by building upon other member's previous suggestions. In most brainstorming 

groups, people are free to voice an idea as soon as they have it. While the free 

opportunity for floor access sounds good in theory, evidence suggests that 

brainstorming groups whose members are required to take turns produce more 

ideas than do brainstorming groups with free floor access (Bouchard & Hare, 

1970 ; Gallupe, Cooper, Ghse & Bastianutti, 1994). So, the process modification 

of taking turns may increase cooperation among group members by preschbing 

a norm of equal and regular participation among members. Tumtaking may 

allow the group to perform to the best of its ability. 

Idea generation is classified as an additive task according to Steiner's 

(1972) task classification system. For additive tasks, the group's potential 

productivity is determined by the strength of its' "average" member. Of course, 

groups seldom attain their theoretical performance potential due to natural 

process loss, which can be either a loss in motivation or a loss in coordination 
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(Steiner, 1972). Insisting that members of brainstorming groups take turns may 

increase group coordination or lessen motivation loss. By allowing the more 

"average" members more floor access, the total group product may be greater 

than it is when one or two "above average" members dominate the idea 

generation session. 

Another important vahable to consider is the size of the group performing 

the task. Changes in task procedures and individual differences may vary in 

their importance or impact on output as a function of increasing group size. 

Therefore, firmer conclusions can be drawn about changes in task procedures 

when the output of groups of various sizes is evaluated. 

The proposed experiment will address how changes in the degree of 

structure of idea generation procedures; turn-taking or brainstorming, and 

changes in group size affect the quantity of output, the quality of output and the 

perceptions of participants in brainstorming groups. I will measure quality in a 

new way by asking independent evaluators to select the best ideas from the pool 

based upon the chteha of future development and implementation. I believe this 

innovation is important, because it follows the real-life process practiced in 

businesses today. 

The Osborne Brainstorming Procedure 

Most social psychologists who research a special kind of creativity, group 

idea generation (e.g., Graham, 1957; Taylor, Berry & Block, 1958), instruct 
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subjects to use the brainstorming technique that Osborne (1957) proposed. 

Osborne reasoned that establishing a psychologically safe, mutually stimulating 

work environment could maximize a group's creativity. Therefore, Osborne 

instructed participants to freely express all idea that occurred to them as 

spontaneously as possible. The phncipal tenets of the Osborne procedure are: 

the wilder the idea, the better; quantity is sought and can be maximized by 

building upon previous ideas (known as piggybacking or hitchhiking); and chtical 

comments (or thinking) are not allowed. Therefore, participants should feel free 

to suggest the first thought that pops into their minds at the first available 

opportunity. 

Advertising and marketing professionals widely accept and use vahous 

forms of Osborne's procedure in business today. The procedure has great 

intuitive appeal; indeed, most Amehcans think of a productive laissez-faire "jam 

session" upon heahng the term "brainstorming." Similahy, most social 

psychologists think of "brainstorming" when the topic of idea generation is 

mentioned. Therefore, more data (by far) are available on the effectiveness of 

this idea generation technique than all others combined (e.g., Jablin & Seibold, 

1978; Lamm & Trommsdorff, 1974; Mullen, Johnson & Salas, 1991). Most social 

psychologists continue to use the ohginal topic question suggested by Osborne: 

How would the world be different if every person born after (the current year) 

had an extra (opposable and functional) thumb on their hand? 
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It is interesting to note that the preponderance of these data suggest that 

the Osborne technique is not particulahy effective. That is, when the output of 

interacting groups is compared with the combined output of the same number of 

individuals generating ideas alone, a deficit in quantity results (for a review, see 

Mullen, Johnson & Salas, 1991). Moreover, ideas generated by interacting 

groups are of no higher quality that those of nominal groups (Bouchard & Hare, 

1970; Gurman, 1968). 

Several points of contention exist that should be considered before 

dismissing the utility of the brainstorming procedure. First, McGrath (1984) 

suggested that researchers could further evaluate the usefulness of the 

brainstorming guidelines by compahng the output of brainstorming groups to the 

output of uninstructed interacting groups as well as to the output of nominal 

groups. Meadows and Parnes (1959), Meadows, Parnes and Reese (1959) and 

Parnes and Meadows (1959), did some preliminary research using these types 

of compahson groups at the University of Buffalo's Creative Problem Solving 

Institute. These studies used subjects who received thirty hours of 

brainstorming training, and found strong support for improved performance 

under brainstorming guidelines. However, no recent studies have been done 

which compare brainstorming groups with less extensive training to interacting 

groups generating ideas under different guidelines. 

As academicians undertook more and more research, more and more 

revisions of Osborne's guidelines occurred. Osborne did advocate substantial 
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brainstorming training, and this is a feasible request when one considers that his 

target brainstormers were employees who functioned as members of potentially 

longstanding groups. Second, Osborne advocated the use of a facilitator, or a 

leader who would suggest ideas when the group became "stuck." Third, 

Osborne suggested that an initial incubation pehod would be beneficial. That is, 

a few days before the brainstorming session was to occur, another employee 

would send memoranda to brainstormers indicating the specific issue to be 

considered (Jablin & Seibold, 1978). 

One can speculate that expehmental researchers eliminated many of 

Osborne's guidelines for reasons of expediency. That is, one simply does not 

have the time or the resources to provide thirty hours of training for psychology 

students who will be members of ad hoc groups. The use of an incubation 

pehod also presents methodological difficulties. For instance, subjects may tell 

others about the topic and receive stimulation before attending the session. 

Also, future subjects, whom we believe to have had two to three days notice may 

have heard of the topic much earlier. Therefore, experimental control and 

providing incubation time require a kind of trade-off. 

Osborne also suggested that employees who had previously been 

focused on the problem be excluded from brainstorming sessions, as their 

influence would be inhibiting. Presumably, these workers had gotten into a 

"creative rut," instigating the need for the brainstorming session in the first place. 

Recent research (Larey & Paulus, in press) has considered the possibility that 
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some individuals have a cognitive tendency to become fixated on one or two 

ideas. If an ad hoc group is composed of three such convergent thinkers and 

only one divergent thinker, then both the quantity and quality of output should 

suffer. Therefore, we see that some detrimental processes can operate in both 

ad hoc and long standing groups in parallel fashions. Osborne furthermore 

suggested that the session be informal, perhaps held at a quiet restaurant or in a 

conference room after a light luncheon (Jablin & Seibold, 1978). 

Furthermore, Osborne suggested that one hour be allowed for 

brainstorming, and that a bell be rung every time brainstormers violated a 

procedural rule, especially offering criticism of others' ideas. Osborne 

suggested that the session begin by going around the circle and giving each 

person an initial turn, and then requihng participants to raise hands in order for 

the facilitator to grant floor access. 

Two influential studies (Dunnette, Campbell & Jaastad, 1963; Taylor, 

Berry & Block, 1958) altered the course of brainstorming research in the social 

psychology arena. Taylor, Berry and Block (1958) compared the output of 

brainstorming groups to the output of nominal groups (individuals working alone 

who are a group "in name only"). They found that nominal groups (individuals) 

generated a greater number of ideas than interacting groups and that the 

nominal group output advantage increased as group size grew larger. Taylor et. 

al.'s study differed from Meadows et. al.'s studies in more ways than just the type 

of group used for comparison purposes. For instance, Taylor used ad hoc 
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groups rather than established groups of subjects with histories of working 

together. Second, no extensive brainstorming training was provided; rules about 

chticism and such were merely explained at the start of the procedure (see 

Taylor, Berry, & Block, 1958 for the standard instructions). Third, no incubation 

period was provided; subjects were merely given the topic at the time they 

reported for the expehment. Finally, the expehmenter did not play the role of an 

interactive facilitator or grant floor access faihy, nor did he hng a bell or 

othenMse correct participants who violated brainstorming rules. 

However, Taylor, Berry and Block's (1958) research is much more 

frequently cited that the research of Meadows, Parnes and Reese (1959). 

Social psychologists elected to focus on the inthguing issue of process loss, and 

a tradition of compahng interacting to nominal groups was established. They 

explored vahous modifications to brainstorming instructions (see Lamm & 

Trommsdorff, 1974, for a review) but the ovenMielming majority of the research 

replicated the nominal group output advantage. These findings nevertheless 

continued to be viewed as countehntuitive and puzzling. Modifications aside, 

creativity should flouhsh when evaluation apprehension is eliminated and 

spontaneity is encouraged, even in ad hoc groups. Indeed, common knowledge 

suggests that "two heads are better than one," logic dictates that two individuals 

who are communicating are more likely to stimulate each other than two 

individuals who are working in isolation! 
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Individual Differences between Groups of Participants 

Given the lack of empirical support for the brainstorming group advantage 

over individual idea generation, social psychologists began to focus on a new 

question: Why does the Osborne procedure (more specifically, their modified 

version) not work? Or, why is there such substantial process loss in interactive 

groups, despite instructions aimed at avoiding such process loss? A few 

researchers explored the possibility that some individual difference vahable 

could account for a performance decrement. Dunnette, Campbell and Jaastad, 

(1963) reasoned that the procedure was intended to benefit professional, 

experienced, advertising executives; hence the previous decrement may just 

reflect the lack of ability by college freshmen to brainstorm at all. Evaluating the 

performance of research scientists and advertising personnel (who were 

presumably formally untrained in brainstorming) under both interacting and 

nominal conditions, however, revealed no startling improvements (Dunnete, 

Campbell & Jaastad, 1963). On a similar note, Dillon, Graham, and Aidells 

(1972) suggested that a limited pehod of initial training and practice would have 

a positive impact upon ad hoc groups. However, they found no conclusive 

support for this caveat either when the comparison group was nominal 

brainstormers. 

Rotter and Portugal (1969) looked for gender differences and found that 

females generated more ideas than males in both interacting and nominal group 

conditions. However, Bouchard, Barsaloux and Drauden (1973) found that 
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gender interacted with several other factors, including the interacting versus 

nominal compahson. Females' performance was more adversely affected in the 

interacting condition than was the performance of males. 

Bouchard and Hare (1970) thought perhaps the gender of the 

experimenter reading the group brainstorming instructions might have some 

effect. They found no support for this hypothesis. They did, however, replicate 

previous findings that the output of nominal groups exceeds the output of 

interacting groups. 

It should be noted that other types of individual differences, those 

grounded more in theory, may indeed affect performance. Bouchard (1972) 

reported that high interpersonal-effectiveness groups responded favorably to 

either motivation or training but not both together. Low interpersonal-

effectiveness groups did not respond to motivation, training or the combination 

of both. Jablin, Seibold and Sorenson (1977) reported that groups comprised of 

individuals classified higher in personal communication apprehension generated 

fewer ideas than groups comphsed of individuals who scored lower on this 

scale. Also, Larey and Paulus (in press) reported that individual preference for 

interacting or alone task conditions has an impact on performance in interactive 

settings. That is, individuals who like to work in groups are more likely to 

engage in convergent thinking than other individuals in that setting. This 

outcome is at odds with the main goal of brainstorming: to create a large 

divergent idea pool. However, the next stage of the process requires member 
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convergence, selecting the best of a pool of ideas for further development 

(Shaw, Arnason & Belardo, 1993). 

Topic Differences 

Psychologists investigated another possibility: that the "thumbs" topic 

was too bizarre, and that groups could brainstorm productively if only they were 

given a more genuine topic. Some alternative topics included improving touhsm 

in the city in which the research was conducted (Taylor, Berry & Block, 1958), 

sudden life-style changes due to blindness (Bouchard, Barsaloux & Drauden, 

1973), assuhng the quality of public education in the face of population increase 

(Graham, 1973), conserving energy (Maginn & Harhs, 1980) and solving 

ecological problems (Harah & Graham, 1975). However, making the topics more 

realistic, or of more inthnsic interest to participants did not boost group 

brainstorming productivity to the level of nominal brainstormers. 

In fact, Graham (1973) found that both interacting and nominal groups 

generated more ideas in the "thumbs" than in the "education" conditions. Harah 

and Graham (1975) found that interacting groups generated more ideas in the 

irrelevant "thumbs" condition than in the relevant "ecology" condition. In 

addition, telling the interacting groups that their output would be sent to a 

television station for evaluation impaired their performance significantly 

compared to interacting groups brainstorming under the usual (anonymity) 

conditions. Maginn and Harhs (1980) replicated these findings while 
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considehng effects of both immediate-and delayed-anticipated evaluation on 

both interacting and nominal groups. Evaluation apprehension was created by 

telling students they would receive chtical feedback from evaluators either within 

a few days or a few weeks. Results indicated the timing of anticipated 

evaluation did not exert differential inhibition duhng brainstorming. Feedback 

manipulation did not affect idea quantity and quality in any of the performance 

conditions. 

In another vahation, Bouchard et al. (1973) suggested that congruent 

context would have a positive effect, and compared groups generating ideas 

about blindness in lights-on and lights-off conditions. They found no positive 

effect for congruence, but did find that females' performance was more impaired 

than males' by the lights-off manipulation. Madsen and Finger (1978) compared 

nominal groups receiving feedback to both regular nominal and interacting 

groups. They guessed feedback might have a beneficial impact upon 

productivity, but it did not. However, both nominal groups performed better than 

the interactive group as expected. 

Instruction Vahations 

Researchers continued to focus upon group performance decrements in 

brainstorming. If individual and topic differences could not explain process loss, 

or performance below the expected level, then perhaps the time had come to 

investigate the specific components of the three-part Osborne instructions. For 
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instance, groups may not benefit from heahng truly wild ideas, and individuals 

may not benefit from being encouraged to express all ideas without first 

subjectively controlling them for their quality. Therefore, Weisskopf-Joelson and 

Eliseo (1961) asked subjects to conthbute "good, practical ideas"; Bhihart and 

Jochem (1964) instructed subjects to "consider what are the relative merits of 

ideas" and Partoff and Handlon (1964) told subjects "to do one's best and 

analyze and scrutinize carefully each idea." In two of Pahoff and Handlon's 

(1964) expehments, the interactive groups using the traditional Osborne 

instructions generated more ideas than the interactive groups instructed to self-

monitor for idea quality. In three of these (Partoff & Handlon, 1964) 

experiments, the Osborne groups generated more ideas rated as "good" by 

judges. Lastly, in two of these expehments (Parloff& Handlon, 1964), the 

Osborne groups scored higher when quality of the entire idea pool (as a whole 

unit) was assessed. When average quality scores per idea were computed, no 

differences were detected (see Lamm & Trommsdorff, 1973). These findings 

suggest that McGrath's (1984) recommendation to use comparison groups other 

than nominal groups may enhance our knowledge of the idea generation 

process and its relationship to human creativity. That is, if there are advantages 

to interaction or free expression that affect variables other than idea quantity, 

perhaps researchers should focus on detecting those advantages relative to 

interacting groups under different conditions. 
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Manning and McGlynn explored another type of instruction manipulation 

much later (unpublished research by the authors, 1993) with subjects generating 

ideas alone. The utility of trying to build upon their own previous ideas as well 

as others' ideas was differently stressed. These subjects received a list of ideas 

to stimulate them duhng idea generation. No significant effects for differential 

stress of instructions were detected. 

Group Differences 

Social psychologists considered yet another possibility, that some quality 

unique to or born of the particular ad hoc group's composition may affect 

brainstorming performance. Gurman (1968) measured three possible group 

ohentations using Bass's (1962) ohentation inventory. He found no differences 

corresponding to task-, self- or interaction-orientation preferences. However, he 

did find that subjects enjoyed the interactive procedure more than the nominal 

one. This result extended and replicated eartier work by Milton (1965), who 

noted that interacting groups expressed more enthusiasm than nominal groups, 

despite producing fewer ideas than nominal groups. 

It should be noted that individual differences can at some point become 

group differences. As mentioned before, it is theoretically possible for ad hoc 

groups to contain different ratios of members who have either tendencies for 

divergent or convergent thinking. Another possibility is that gender differences 

in group composition have impact when considered in this manner. That is, a 
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group of eight with only two females may function more as a group of six, due to 

inhibitions related to gender. 

Cohen, Whitmire and Funk (1960) predicted that highly cohesive dyads 

would generate more ideas than dyads exhibiting less cohesion. Cohesion was 

defined by an attractiveness rating of one's partner, a co-worker at a Veteran's 

Hospital. Cohesive dyads did not generate more ideas than non-cohesive dyads 

on the "thumbs" and "touhsts" brainstorming problems. However, they did 

perform better on a hospital-relevant idea generation task. There is some 

suggestion that participants were aware of the expehmental hypothesis, and that 

the positive results in the more relevant hospital condition could be due strictly 

to demand charactehstics. Later, Partoff and Handlon (1964) compared the 

performance of dyads who had ranked each other as either high or low in 

congeniality duhng a previous unrelated testing session and found no 

differences in performance. 

Thandis, Hall and Ewen (1965) wondered if differences in homogeneity 

among dyads' attitudes (a liberal-conservative dimension) on the brainstorming 

topic would interact with creative ability. Among dyads of equal ability, 

heterogeneity of attitudes affected both quantity and quality favorably. There 

was also a main effect for dyad ability. Unfortunately, these findings were only 

significant in some task conditions; in others, no significant differences were 

noted. 
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It is important to note that some positive effects due to interactive 

brainstorming are detected when group size is limited to only two members 

(Torrance, 1970), even if nominal groups are used as the compahson measure. 

Torrance empihcally established the supehohty of interacting dyads to non-

interacting dyads for idea quantity long ago (1970), though these findings have 

been obscured by later research done primarily with groups of at least four 

members. Therefore, the generally accepted conclusion that interactive 

brainstorming is never of any real quantitative or qualitative benefit is premature. 

However, the major focus of social psychologists (as well as speech and 

communications researchers) studying group idea generation was the issue of 

process loss. Addressing this issue of process loss, Jablin and Seibold (1978) 

compiled a list of possible deletehous mechanisms which included: fear of social 

chastisement (better known as evaluation apprehension), cognitive inertia (the 

failure to consider newcategohes of ideas), production blocking, failure to listen 

and therefore to benefit from previous members' ideas, mismanagement of time 

(including unequally disthbuted participation among members), social facilitation 

(mere presence leading to an increase in well-learned or common ideas rather 

than unusual ones), status differentiation (resulting from perceptions of ongoing 

oral communication), motivation (including personal involvement with the 

process and topic and attraction between group members), the reality of the 

topic, and personality characteristics such as sociability and communication 

apprehension. 
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Theoretical Explanations of Process Loss: Production Blocking 

Lamm and Trommsdorff (1974) first suggested that psychologists test the 

idea that output of interactive groups is limited by a simple fact: only one person 

can hold the floor at a time. That is, if one member is conthbuting his or her 

idea, other members must remain silent during that interval. Mathematically, this 

suggests that if time per session is held constant, then each individual on the 

average will receive 1/n minutes of floor access. Of course, members differ in 

creative potential as well as dominance and assertiveness. Nevertheless, the 

realization that floor access is limited should lead one to more realistic 

expectations concerning the potential benefits of interactive idea generation. 

Diehl and Stroebe (1987) tested this idea of "production blocking" directly. 

They introduced the production blocks to individuals who sat in isolated groups 

and who communicated with other members via an intercom. This was 

necessary, as controlling blocking in the interactive face-to-face group process 

is difficult. Blocking was operationalized by using headphones, microphones 

and activity indicators (lights on a panel). Some subjects heard others' output 

over the headphones but could only speak when a green-light indicator signaled 

access to the floor. They were called the "blocked-communication" group. 

Others had to wait for the green-light indicator but did not hear the others' ideas. 

They were named the "blocked-no communication" group. Some subjects were 

free to speak their ideas into the microphone at any time though they could not 
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hear others' ideas. They were called the "no blocking-no communication" group 

(see Diehl & Stroebe, 1987 for complete procedural details). 

The performances of the three groups described above were compared to 

the performances of both an interactive as well as an essentially nominal group. 

Both artificially "blocked" groups generated fewer ideas than either unblocked, 

interacting or nominal groups. The output of the "no blocking-no 

communication" group was similar to that of the nominal group, and both these 

groups generated almost twice as many ideas as the interactive group (Diehl & 

Stroebe, 1987). 

These results suggest that production blocking does indeed inhibit 

performance, though the reader should remember that participants did not 

brainstorm in the true interactive manner designed by Osborne (1957). 

Furthermore, these results suggest that communication or interaction provides 

few benefits. However, one should not forget the positive results linked to 

communication found by Cohen, Whitmore and Funk (1960) who noted that 

increased dyad cohesion positively influenced idea quality; and Thandis, Hall 

and Ewen (1965) who found that dyads composed of members with 

heterogenous attitudes generated a greater number of ideas as well as ideas of 

an overall higher quality than nominal groups of two. Thus, one can infer that 

production blocking (limited floor access) is one factor likely to operate in 

interacting groups that negatively affects overall idea output totals. 
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An implication of the production blocking explanation is that the time 

interval used by any one person phmarily negatively impacts the majority of the 

group (e.g., 3/4 of the total group). This point, however, is theoretically 

incompatible with another assumption of the brainstorming process, that each 

idea expressed is potentially beneficial to all other members. 

The trade-off between potential benefits due to stimulation and 

decrements in productivity due to production blocking raises another question 

regarding output compahsons between interacting and nominal groups, as well 

as between interacting groups of different sizes. As interacting groups grow 

larger, each person has proportionally less of the floor time if session time is 

held constant across conditions. And, participants in nominal groups have the 

total session time available, whereas interactive participants have a fraction of 

time equal to 1/x where x = group size. So, although participants in interacting 

and nominal groups may have the same amount of time available to think, they 

don't have the same available time to speak or write. A possible solution is to 

designate a time unit, n, and allow n(x) minutes officer time. For instance, a 

brainstorming group of four would have a twenty minute session when n = five 

minutes, and a twelve member group would have a sixty minute session. A 

participant in a nominal condition would have five minutes. Traditionally, 

expehmenters have allowed fifteen to twenty minutes per session for groups of 

vahous sizes, and nominal brainstormers have been allowed the entire group 

time as well. But equalizing the potential floor access time gives larger groups 
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more thinking time, which is then a new confound. One notable exception is the 

research by Fern (1982) who allowed longer time sessions as focus group size 

increased. 

Duhng any time interval within a session, only one person is voicing an 

idea and several persons are waiting in silence. While members are waiting for 

floor access, they may do one of several things. On the positive side, a member 

who attends to the currently expressed ideas may be stimulated to generate a 

new idea. In addition, he or she could build upon the suggested idea, a process 

referred to as "piggybacking" or "hitchhiking." Indeed, Osborne (1957) asserted 

that building upon the ideas of others was an important performance-enhancing 

feature of his technique. So in this sense, periods of "no-floor access" should 

not, in theory, be viewed as only a negative or production blocking variable (but 

see Diehl & Stroebe, 1987, for a different view). Indeed, Ruback, Dabbs and 

Hopper (1984) found that ideas tended to follow increased periods of pausing 

between speakers rather than pehods of increased talk. 

On the negative side, a person might forget an idea he or she generated 

and intended to express while waiting for floor access. On the other hand, 

participants may mentally rehearse their idea while waiting, and thus not fully 

attend to and benefit from the currently expressed idea. Also, participants may 

feel frustrated at the vigilance required to fight for the next available speaking 

opportunity. Yet another possibility is that participants compare and evaluate 

their own unexpressed ideas to the current idea duhng that time, though this is 
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contrary to formal instructions. Researchers have not yet thoroughly 

documented what participants do, think and experience during waiting times 

when another participant has floor access. 

Social Psychological Vahables: Evaluation Apprehension 

Mullen, Johnson and Salas (1991) sought to compare three popular 

explanations for process loss in interactive brainstorming by means of meta

analysis. They considered the impact of vahables most frequently manipulated 

by previous researchers: group size, experimenter presence, response mode 

and group type (interactive or nominal). Using phmahly the group type vahable, 

they derived theoretically differential hypotheses to evaluate the procedural 

(production blocking), social psychological (evaluation apprehension, drive 

arousal, self-attention) and economic (social loafing, free-hding) explanations of 

process loss (see Mullen et al., 1991 for a complete explanation). 

The researchers identified four types of groups from the previous 

literature. "Real brainstorming" groups were face-to-face interacting groups 

using the traditional Osborne procedure. "Vahant brainstorming groups" were 

also face-to-face interacting groups, but process instructions were varied in 

some way. "Alone nominal groups" consisted of individuals who generated 

ideas in isolation, and whose totals were later pooled; "together nominal groups" 

generated ideas individually, but in the presence of other participants. Mullen et 

al. (1991) reasoned that if social psychological explanations are accurate, then 
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the greatest productivity loss should occur as group size increases, when the 

experimenter is present, when interactions are tape recorded, and when nominal 

groups are of the "alone" rather than the "together" type. Substantially more 

support was found for these hypotheses than for hypotheses consistent with 

either the procedural or economic mechanisms (but see Stroebe & Diehl, 1991, 

and Bond & Van Leeuwen, 1991, for opposing interpretations). 

Social Comparison and Norm Formation 

Several researchers (e.g., Harkins, 1988; Meyer & Gellatly, 1988) have 

evaluated the impact of goals, norms and standards on performance in idea 

generation tasks. Harkins (1988) gave subjects normative information about 

typical group outputs and found that this manipulation eliminated social loafing. 

Previous research had explored the impact of normative information upon 

individual output. Nevertheless, subjects in brainstorming tasks can use either 

group-based, individual-based or some combination of both types of norms to 

evaluate their performance on both the group and individual levels. Meyer and 

Gellatly (1988) discovered that individuals' ideas generating output was more 

directly affected by normative standards ("70% of students generated 9-11 

words") than by direct goal instructions ("you should generate ten words"). A 

manipulation check used in this study revealed that subjects falsely remembered 

being told slightly lower norms in both easy and difficult goal conditions (e.g., 4.9 

in the five condition and 9.6 in the ten condition). However, Wood, Mento and 
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Locke's (1987) meta-analysis indicated that specific goal instructions affect 

performance on simple tasks, such as idea generation, very positively in nominal 

conditions, and that goals affect performance less and less as task difficulty 

increases. 

Paulus (1994) built upon these ideas as well as ideas proposed by 

Festinger (1953) and Goethals (1986) within the framework of social compahson 

theory. Paulus explained that a low performance norm that develops duhng the 

course of the idea generation process negatively affects interacting 

brainstormers. People then compare their specific individual output favorably to 

the low group norm and overestimate contnbutions for which they were solely 

responsible (Paulus, Dzindolet, Poletes & Camacho, 1993). This outcome then 

explains the illusion of effectivity or productivity documented by Stroebe et al. 

(1992), or the finding that interactive brainstormers believe they performed better 

than nominal brainstormers, though normally they do not. 

Economic Mechanisms: Social loafing 

Process loss in vahous types of group tasks has been attributed to social 

loafing (Latane and Harkins, 1979), a tendency for group members to contribute 

less than their optimum potential when output is pooled and not individually 

identifiable. The effects of social loafing have not been as thoroughly 

documented in traditional brainstorming as have the effects of production 
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blocking and evaluation apprehension. Nevertheless, results using similar tasks 

warrant consideration. 

Bartis, Szymanski and Harkins (1988) explored the effects of 

experimenter presence as a source of evaluation potential on subjects 

generating lists of uses for common objects. They used both a quantitative (total 

number of non-duplicated ideas) and a qualitative dependent vahable (ranked 

scores) to assess performance. Bartis et al. (1988) found that lack of potential 

for individual evaluation by the experimenter caused subjects to generate fewer 

total ideas, but facilitated creativity Qudges scored ideas higher on measures of 

quality). 

In an extension of this work, Szymanski and Harkins (1992) explored what 

effect an individual's opportunity to evaluate him- or herself would have on both 

quantitative and qualitative assessments of performance. These authors 

concluded that subjects who evaluated themselves loafed less and thus 

produced a greater number of ideas than subjects who could not engage in self-

evaluation. However, subjects who engaged in self-evaluation produced lower 

quality ideas than did the non-self evaluating subjects. 

Taking a broader theoretical view, Shepperd (1993) explored productivity 

loss as a by-product of low motivation. He asserted that groups will not perform 

as well as they could (including the possibility of social loafing) if three 

conditions are met: if individuals perceive no value to conthbuting, perceive no 

contingencies between their actions and successful final outcome, or perceive 
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the costs of conthbuting to be excessive. This interpretation combines elements 

of all the mechanisms offered by Mullen et al. (1991). For instance, evaluation 

apprehension is a perception of one's excessive social costs of contributing. For 

instance, being reluctant to voice an idea because one expects that other group 

members will think the idea is stupid. Likewise, fighting with more aggressive 

individuals for floor access can be perceived as an excessive cost of 

contributing, and limited floor access is blocked production. Finally, perceiving 

no contingency between their particular contnbutions and thus remaining silent 

without suffehng from any individually identifiable negative ramifications is 

merely social loafing. Shepperd offers three common-sense interventions: 

providing incentives for conthbuting, making contnbutions indispensable and 

decreasing the cost of contributing. Theoretically, the Osborne instructions do 

decrease the social cost of contributing, though whether they always 

successfully eliminate evaluation apprehension is a matter for debate. 

In summary, most social psychologists believe that groups of interactive 

brainstormers do not perform as well as they could. This may be due to 

evaluation apprehension, production blocking, social loafing or the negative 

impact of low performance norms. This focus on process loss dominated 

research in idea generation for almost forty years, so it was quite naturally 

shocking when Gallupe, Bastianutti and Cooper (1991) reported that interacting 

four-person groups generated just as many ideas as nominal four-person 
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groups. There was, however, a new twist to the old story. These brainstormers 

generated ideas by typing them into an interactive computer network. 

The Impact of Technology on Group Processes: A Description of Computer 
Support Systems 

Research on computer-aided group performance began in the early 

1980's (e.g., Gray, 1981; Lewis, 1982; Siegel, Dubrovsky, Kiesler & McGuire, 

1986.) Siegel and her colleagues found that groups reaching consensus on 

career choice problems (risky shift) expressed more uninhibited behavior-such 

as using inflammatory expressions-when they communicated via linked 

computers. Subjects showed greater individual choice-shift in the computer-

mediated condition as well. On the positive side, subjects participated more 

equally in discussions in the computer than face-to-face conditions. 

DeSanctis and Gallupe (1987) outlined the functions computer support 

systems should provide, and McGrath (1984) addressed this issue as well. In 

fact, DeSanctis and Gallupe relied on the theoretical work of Hackman and 

Morris (1978) as well as that of McGrath (1984) which identifies task 

charactehstics. They identified several ways in which computer use could 

facilitate idea generation including: the equal active solicitation of ideas from all 

group members, the anonymous input of ideas, pooling and display of ideas, 

search facilities to identify common ideas, and the elimination of duplicate ideas. 

They also made several points about future research in computer-mediated 
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group task performance, such as the need to assess the phmary effects of 

technology upon member participation, discussion, performance and decision 

quality. They also mentioned the need to study how computer use affects the 

perceived physical distance of user, subsequent interpersonal attraction and 

group cohesion (DeSanctis & Gallupe, 1987). 

Nunamaker, Applegate and Konsynski (1987) assessed the performance 

of business managers generating ideas using computers. They wanted to 

discover the dynamics of electronic brainstorming, to see how technology both 

facilitates and inhibits idea generation, and to assess user satisfaction with the 

process. They used participant observation, structured observation and post-

task questionnaires to address these issues. Subjects in this study commented 

that reading others' ideas prompted their thoughts, that they liked the equal 

availability of input time and also the high level of anonymity. On the negative 

side, researchers noted several problems with the technology: the limiting size of 

the computer screen, the unfamiliarity of the keyboard interface, and the 

network's limited handling of multiple simultaneous file transfers. However, 

technology provides several key benefits, including immediate access, parallel 

processing and on-demand memory prompting. 

Dennis, George, Jessup, Nunamaker and Vogel (1988) proposed a 

research model for studying computer-mediated group performance. They noted 

six basic sets of vahables to be studied: (1) group characteristics, such as group 

size and proximity; (2) task type, using the McGrath (1984) classification system; 
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(3) context, such as organizational or experimental settings; (4) the presence or 

absence of an electronic meeting system (EMS); (5) the nature of the group 

process, including such factors as anonymity, number of sessions, and degree 

of structure; and (6) outcome variables, such as outcome quality, participant 

satisfaction and process time. They also noted that participant satisfaction and 

effectiveness was very high in every study conducted so far (e.g., Adelman, 

1984; Dennis etal., 1988; Nunamaker etal., 1991; Nunamaker et al., 

forthcoming; Vogel & Nunamaker, 1988). 

Gallupe, DeSanctis and Dickson (1988) reasoned that as group decision 

tasks become more difficult, potential benefits of computer support should 

increase. They used a hypothetical business scenaho in which participants had 

to identify the cause of declining profits. They varied the depth of required data 

analysis to manipulate task difficulty. As expected, participants using the 

computer group support decision system (GDSS) performed better (made 

decisions rated higher in quality) than did face-to-face participants. However, in 

this study, computer users reported less satisfaction and decision confidence 

than face-to-face participants. They noted however, that computer users' ratings 

were not extremely low, and were in fact above the midpoint of four on a seven-

point scale. Also, previous research by Hoffman and Maier (1961) showed that 

a group's acceptance of a decision was poorty correlated with objective quality. 

Nevertheless, positive sentiments after task completion are a desirable 

outcome, particularty in the business wortd where groups may work together 
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over extended pehods of time on a variety of tasks. This finding of relative 

dissatisfaction was unexpected and out of step with all other previous results, 

and perhaps reflected an overall negative reaction to task difficulty and 

unfamiliahty with the computer as a problem-finding medium. 

Vogel and Nunamaker (1990) summahzed the findings of previous 

studies of computer-mediated group task performance. They noted that 

variations in participants' anonymity status had a diffehng impact linked to both 

group and task charactehstics. For instance, Jessup, Galegher and Connolly 

(1987) found that anonymity led to an increase in critical comments. However, 

Nunamaker et al. (1987) found that participants enjoyed the anonymity provided 

by the computer technology (in this study chtical comments were not allowed). 

Other important findings included that member satisfaction tended to be 

enhanced by group size and that the use of computer technology minimized 

dominance by any one group member. These findings suggest that computer 

use may indeed facilitate performance in idea-generation tasks, perhaps by 

disthbuting opportunities for conthbution more equally among group members. 

Connolly, Jessup and Valacich (1990) investigated the effects of 

anonymity and evaluative tone on idea generation in computer-mediated groups. 

In the non-anonymous condition, group members were introduced to each other 

at the start of the study and each individuals typed output was identified with his 

or her name typed to the side. In the anonymous condition, group members did 

not meet before the session and ideas appeared typed on the computer screen 
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without identifiying the contributor. Evaluative tone was supplied by a 

confederate who entered either supportive or chtical comments into the system 

while participants were engaged in the idea generation task. The topic used 

was improving campus parking conditions for students at the university. 

The researchers were interested in both performance and satisfaction 

outcomes. Ideas were rated on many dimensions by coders, and a post-

expehmental seven-point Likert scale was used to assess participants' reactions. 

Significant positive effects upon the number of ohginal ideas generated were 

found in the negative evaluative comments condition. This result is incompatible 

with Osborne's assumption that evaluation apprehension suppresses idea 

generation. In fact, these findings suggest that negative evaluation has a 

motivating effect upon quantitative output. No positive or negative effects of 

evaluative tone were found upon idea (proposed solution) quality. Anonymity 

had a positive but non-significant effect upon idea quantity, and no effects upon 

idea quality. The researchers also coded idea rahty, and found that identified 

subjects generated significantly rarer ideas than anonymous subjects. 

Anonymity had no effects upon subjects' satisfaction ratings but positive 

evaluative tone positively affected a number of measures, including satisfaction 

with ideas, group process, evaluations and ratings of fun and desire to remain in 

the group. These findings suggest that group idea-generation can benefit from 

both outside encouragement (psychologically) and outside chticism (quantity of 

output). Most importantly, these findings suggest some directions for 
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modification of the traditional brainstorming guidelines suggested by Osborne. 

For instance, anonymity may not always be beneficial and chticism may not 

always be dethmental. However, it should be noted that all participants 

participated in computer-mediated conditions, and chticism, support and 

anonymity can influence participants in face-to-face conditions in different ways. 

Gallupe and McKeen (1990) orthogonally manipulated GDSS (computer-

mediated group decision support systems) use and group member dispersion. 

They examined effects of the GDSS in face-to-face and dispersed conditions, an 

important new manipulation, from both the theoretical and applied perspectives. 

One very real advantage of computer mediation is the ability of geographically 

dispersed members in an organization to work together easily. This situation 

could be qualitatively different from mediated communication between workers in 

the same room, office building or city. 

Gallupe and McKeen used a problem-finding task similar to the one used 

by Vogel and Nunamaker (1990). Dependent variables of interest were 

decision quality, decision speed, choice shift, decision confidence and user 

satisfaction with the decision process. Main effects of technology and dispersion 

were found for decision speed, with both subjects in the non-computer or 

dispersed-computer conditions performing more slowly than subjects in the face-

to-face computer group condition. Since no significant effects for decision 

quality were found, it is difficult to justify the increased use of time due to either 

technology or dispersion. However, no cumulative slowdown due to a dispersion 
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X technology interaction was found. Therefore, computer-mediation does allow 

corporations to assign geographically dispersed members to interactive groups if 

they choose to do so, and the technology can support their interaction. For a 

problem-finding task, however, such an assignment might not be cost-effective. 

Dispersed mediated communication is likely to be more time-consuming and not 

of any great qualitative value to the company. 

No main effects of either dispersion or technology were found for decision 

confidence. This null result is consistent with previous findings (Steeb & 

Johnston, 1981; Turoff & Hiltz, 1982) that computer-mediation neither boosted 

nor lowered decision confidence of either the individual or the group. There was 

however, a main effect of dispersion on satisfaction with the decision process, 

with subjects in the dispersed condition reporting less satisfaction with the 

process than subjects in the non-dispersed condition; and this was not 

attenuated significantly by GDSS use. 

Jessup and Tansik (1991) manipulated anonymity and dispersion for 

computer-mediated groups generating ideas on the campus parking problem. 

The researchers thought that anonymity and dispersion should lead to 

deindividuation (Festinger, Pepitone & Newcomb, 1952) but did not think that the 

effects of deindividuation would necessahly be negative. Anonymity was 

manipulated by attaching conthbutors' names to ideas, and dispersion was 

manipulated by using two different physical configurations. Again, both idea 

quantity and member satisfaction were measured. 
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No significant effects of anonymity and dispersion on idea quantity were 

detected. However, participants indicated significantly higher overall satisfaction 

in proximal (non-dispersed) configurations. An interaction effect on satisfaction 

with ideas was found as well, with identified-proximal and unidentified-dispersed 

groups reporting greater satisfaction. When asked if the GDSS was helpful for 

task completion, participants in the anonymous conditions offered higher ratings 

than identified subjects. Anonymous subjects also indicated they preferred 

computer-mediated to face-to-face brainstorming to a greater degree than 

identified participants. It should be noted that participants did not participate in 

both mediated and face-to-face conditions, and were merely answering a 

hypothetical question about relative preference. 

Although Jessup and Tansik (1991) found no beneficial effects of 

dispersion on idea quantity, Valacich, George, Nunamaker and Vogel (1994) 

expected to find such effects. Valacich et al. (1994) reasoned that dispersion 

intensifies task-focus or focus upon the phvate self, while proximity enhances 

social or public self-focus. Therefore, dispersed individuals should generate 

more ideas since they are relatively more task-focused. The authors found 

support for their hypothesis, with dispersed groups generating a significantly 

longer list of persons who would be affected by a fictitious proposed policy 

requihng all business students to own or have access to a personal 

microcomputer. 
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It should be noted that two differences existed in the Jessup and Tansik 

(1991) and Valacich et al. (1994) studies. First, there was a topic difference; 

generating ideas to alleviate a parking problem is perhaps a more complex 

process than generating a list of individuals potentially affected by a policy 

change. Second, Jessup and Tansik (1991) used the GDSS technology while 

Valacich et al. used the EBS (electronic brainstorming) technology. The two 

technologies do not seem to differ to as great a degree as the two variations of 

the idea generation topic do, but explaining these contradictory results remains 

a question for future research. 

Increasing Group Size: Effects in traditional, nominal, electronic and turn-taking 
conditions: Traditional Interactive and Nominal Brainstorming 

In order to predict what effect increasing group size will have on group 

productivity, one must consider what kind of task the group is doing, and what 

the best final outcome would be. Steiner (1966) and McGrath (1984) classified 

idea generation as an additive task-one in which each person's individual 

output is summed to yield the total group product. Ideally, increases in group 

size should result in larger idea pools. As Littlepage (1991) pointed out, the 

group's task-relevant resources determine potential productivity. Increasing size 

should increase productivity, but the function of this effect depends upon task 

charactehstics, such as how the individual conthbutions can be combined to 

yield a group product. For additive tasks, such as group idea generation. 
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potential productivity increases with group size at a constant rate. This function 

applies to the products of both nominal and interacting groups. 

Then again, concurrent increases in process loss mitigate any potential 

gains due to increasing size. Process loss increases may also occur as a 

function of group size (Littlepage, 1991). When the output of nominal groups is 

examined as a function of size, steady increases are revealed. But when the 

output of interacting groups of increasing size is examined, evidence of process 

loss is clear. For nominal groups, the number of ideas generated increases 

proportionally with increases in group size. For interacting groups, larger 

groups generate more ideas than smaller groups, but the increase in the number 

of ideas generated is relatively small and not proportional to the increase in 

group size. The quantity advantage by nominal over interacting groups 

becomes greater as group size increases. Nevertheless, larger interacting 

groups generate more ideas than smaller interacting groups (Renzulli, Owen & 

Callahan, 1974); it is just that the increases in output are quite small when 

compared to the effects of increasing size upon nominal groups' output. A 

question to address is how to modify the interactive task process so that 

production loss (for instance, production blocking) in the interactive condition is 

lessened while productivity potential (e.g., creative stimulation) is allowed to 

increase with size. 

Is it possible to apply positive findings from electronic brainstorming 

studies and nominal group studies to the interactive idea generation task? Can 
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the Idea generation process be modified to yield a greater output quantity or a 

higher output quality? Should researchers consider some of Osborne's initial 

instructions which social psychologists have ignored, such as the initial topic 

incubation pehod? Participants in electronic groups have reported liking the 

memory and parallel entry features. Nunamaker (1992) also reported that 

computer use disthbutes participation among individuals equally. Interactive 

brainstormers could participate more equally if they took turns rather than 

competing for floor access in a non-structured manner. Computer use provides 

anonymity, which is more difficult to introduce into face-to-face groups, and is 

not as likely to naturally occur in the working wortd. In fact, increasing 

identification in verbal brainstorming, as Gallupe (1994) did, had no adverse 

effects, and identification of output can be positive, as it eliminates the likelihood 

of social loafing. Nominal conditions also provide anonymity, a decline in 

evaluation apprehension, maximum per-person allotment of time, and a written 

record of one's own previous ideas. Nominal conditions do not permit some 

potentially positive occurrences such as synergy, or the stimulating effects of 

others' ideas, piggybacking by slightly modifying someone else's ideas, and 

positive social reinforcement. Production blocking, which some researchers 

believe accounts for the most substantial proportion of process loss in verbal 

brainstorming groups, is not a significant concern in either electronic or nominal 

brainstorming conditions. Production blocking cannot really be alleviated in 

interactive groups. However, one can equitably control and disthbute floor 
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access, which Osborne originally suggested to be desirable. This procedure 

does not alleviate production blocking, but it does disthbute it faihy among all 

members. 

Consider next the phmary application of group idea generation. This 

technique is most frequently used in the business wortd, by advertisers and 

management consultants. After a pool of ideas is created, the next step in the 

process is to select one or a few of the most promising ideas for development 

and implementation. Previous research by Renzulli, Owen and Callahan (1974) 

suggests that idea quality, including idea flexibility (the number of categories into 

which ideas may be classified) and idea ohginality benefit from increased group 

size in interactive conditions. Therefore, employees charged with selecting 

ideas to develop for an advertising campaign may have a hcher base from which 

to select when idea generation is done by larger rather than smaller groups. 

The current focus of social psychological research implies that large interactive 

groups should not undertake idea generation, because diminishing returns 

(process loss) are sufficient to outweigh any creativity advantage due to 

interaction. Furthermore, the available idea pool generated by nominal groups 

(individuals) is significantly larger. Nevertheless, brainstorming remains a 

popular technique in the business wortd, and participants and managers believe 

that brainstorming yields high quality results. Therefore, researchers need to 

determine whether interacting groups are more likely than nominal groups to 
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generate ideas eventually selected for development and implementation. This 

critehon is the best measure of the utility of interacting brainstorming groups. 

A point that should be considered is how group process loss affects the 

overall quality of the idea pool. In other words, researchers do not know if great, 

average or mediocre ideas are "lost" when people generate ideas in a group. 

The next phase that occurs after idea generation is idea selection. The large 

idea pool must be evaluated and a small subset of ideas selected for further 

development and evaluation. It is possible that as the focus of the group's work 

becomes more disjunctive in nature, a smaller but higher quality idea pool could 

facilitate idea selection to a greater extent than a larger idea pool containing 

proportionally more average, mediocre or "just plain bad" ideas. This selection 

task is as important an endeavor as the ohginal idea generation task. As Boden 

(1990) pointed out, often the selection is based on a "hunch" and cannot be 

defended on purely logical grounds. In addition, if a group rather than an 

individual is responsible for selection, then a consensus of hunches is required. 

The lack of research in idea selection is part of a larger problem evident 

in previous social psychological research. Psychologists tend to study tasks in 

isolation rather than as part of a holistic process (Straus & McGrath, 1994). The 

tendency to study task components rather than the entire task process may be 

due to tradition, practical considerations (increased control of extraneous 

variables) or research philosophy. However, there is clearly enough room, if not 

an obvious need, for a more comprehensive longitudinal approach. Given this 
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observation, one can address the traditional compahsons of idea quantity and 

quality between nominal and interacting groups. One should also remember that 

although the advantage of the pooled quantity of ideas for nominal over 

interacting groups is great, and increases as a function of size, it is not the 

preferred technique in the working wortd. Furthermore, no significant differences 

in quality are noted between nominal and interacting groups (see Lamm & 

Trommsdorff, 1974; Mullen, et al., 1991 for reviews), in addition, most 

compahsons assessing idea quality have been resthcted to groups of four. 

Given that the business wortd will no doubt continue to use larger interactive 

groups for brainstorming, and despite our findings touting the quantity 

advantage of nominal groups, it remains important to assess process loss in 

terms of quality as well as how changes in the interactive group process can 

yield more beneficial returns. 

One process change that warrants exploring is regulated versus 

unregulated floor access. In unregulated groups, the vigilance required to gain 

access to the floor uses up participants' attentional resources. This unexplored, 

potentially negative, factor should be magnified by increases in group size. 

Increasing size may magnify other deletehous effects as well, including a greater 

potential for evaluation apprehension or the tendency to free-ride. Although 

individual conthbutions are identifiable in brainstorming groups, ideas would be 

even more easily identified in turn-taking groups. This difference due to group 

process could be magnified by increases in group size. Social loafing did not 
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explain a great deal of process loss according to Mullen et al.'s (1991) meta

analysis. Because there is not true anonymity in the interactive expehmental 

process, and little chance of anonymity in the working wortd, motivational losses 

such as social-loafing (Latane et al., 1979) should not have a great effect. 

Electronic Brainstorming 

When people brainstorm interactively via the computer, the group process 

changes in several potentially beneficial ways. First, parallel entry of ideas 

alleviates production blocking, and thus eliminates the need for vigilance to 

obtain the floor. Second, on- demand error-free memory access to ideas is 

ensured, allowing for greater piggybacking or stimulation potential. Not 

surprisingly then, when brainstorming is done interactively and electronically, 

positive results of increasing size on idea quantity occur (Valacich, 1994). 

However, results also show that varying the quality of the stimulus stream to 

which participants are exposed has no significant effects upon the quantity of 

ideas generated. Connolly et al.'s (1993) study with interactive electronic 

brainstormers showed that a large or "high-quality" stimulus stream did not affect 

the output of interactive computer brainstormers (quantity) positively to a 

significant degree. 

Valacich, Dennis and Connolly (1994) reported another interesting twist 

involving interactions of size and technique. With groups of size six, nominal 

electronic brainstormers produced more ideas (62.1) than interactive 
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brainstormers (52.0). However, when groups of size twelve were compared, 

interactive electronic brainstormers produced more unique ideas (133.4) than 

nominal electronic brainstormers (107.2). Therefore, it seems that positive 

effects of hitchhiking may occur only when groups reach a certain size. 

These data suggest that reduced production blocking allows increasing 

group size to have a beneficial additive process effect when brainstorming is 

done electronically. Valacich, Dennis and Connolly (1994) reported that nine-

member electronic interactive groups generated significantly more ideas (56.4) 

than nine-member electronic, no parallel entry groups (12.9). In the no parallel 

entry condition, subjects were prevented from simultaneously entering their 

ideas via computer into the idea pool file. Gallupe et al. (1994) tested the effects 

of more limited production blocking by introducing a five-second delay. In 

addition, they tested non-electronic brainstormers who were "delayed" by 

engaging in turn-taking, a procedure initially recommended by Osborne (1957) 

as beneficial! One can hypothesize some interesting differential effects based 

on Valacich et al.'s (1994) and Gallupe et al.'s (1994) reasoning versus 

Osborne's (1957) ideas. Namely, in electronic brainstorming, the introduction of 

turn-taking serves as a production block that eliminates advantages of parallel 

entry. However, in interactive traditional brainstorming, turn-taking may have 

positive beneficial effects by disthbuting member participation, reducing 

vigilance required to gain floor access and by allowing members to focus more 

of their energy specifically on idea generation. Gallupe, Cooper, Ghse and 
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Bastianutti (1994) tested this idea by reintroducing production blocks into the 

electronic brainstorming procedure. A five-second delay of idea entry via the 

keyboard was sufficient to reduce the productivity of electronic brainstorming 

groups to the level of verbal groups. The authors concluded that this bhef delay 

made the process substantially more difficult by inducing forgetting, frustration 

and rehearsal. The five-second criterion mimicked the vertDal process 

realistically, because pilot-testing revealed the average brainstormer waits 6.5 

seconds for a fellow group member to finish speaking before he or she can gain 

access to the floor (Gallupe, et al. 1994). 

Gallupe et al. (1994) uncovered another interesting result by introducing 

a second production block, the effect of turn-taking upon electronic 

brainstorming. That is, electronic brainstormers could not enter an idea into the 

group pool via the keyboard until another member had entered an idea. In 

assessing the effects of turn-taking on electronic brainstormers, the researchers 

required verbal interacting groups to take turns by proceeding clockwise around 

the group circle. If participants did not have an idea to offer when their turn 

came around, they said "pass" and the process continued. This change in 

procedure had a dramatic effect upon the group output of verbal interacting 

groups. The turn-taking groups produced a greater number of ideas than did 

like-sized interacting groups in eartier brainstorming studies. Ironically, this 

process is true to Osborne's initial guidelines, because Osborne advocated that 

brainstormers take turns. 
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Further review of the literature reveals that a turn-taking procedure was 

used one before, by Bouchard (1972), though this modification was not a 

vahable of interest to him. Rather, he was compahng the brainstorming 

technique to another technique called synectics, in which brainstormers try to 

psychologically identify with the object or concept central to the idea generation 

topic. Nevertheless, his comparison group of brainstormers did use a turn-

taking procedure; they were instructed to go around the circle in order and to say 

"pass" if they did not have an idea to contribute at that time. Under three 

different topic conditions, these turn-taking groups of four produced 65.8, 67.9, 

and 84.7 ideas per session, which compares favorably to the average output of 

brainstorming groups of four, about 38 ideas. 

The Turn-Taking Procedure and Questions of Vahance 

In Gallupe et al.'s (1994) expehment, verbal interacting groups of four 

generated between 53 and 59.6 ideas while taking turns. Previous research by 

Gallupe (1991), using traditional "grab the floor" verbal brainstorming, yielded 

only 39.8 ideas for groups of four interacting members (all groups generated 

ideas for fifteen minutes). In this instance, it appears that requihng participants 

in verbal brainstorming groups to take turns has positive effects. However, other 

studies using "grab the floor" interacting groups of four have found higher 

outputs than those obtained by Gallupe (1994). For example, Dunnette, 

Campbell and Jaastad (1963) reported groups composed of four professional 

researchers or advertising executives (brainstorming on either the "thumbs" or 
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another problem for 15 minutes) produced 60.9 and 59.8 non-repaeated ideas, 

respectively. But most results (see Lamm & Trommsdorff, 1978; Mullen, 

Johnson & Salas, 1991, for reviews) are not always so high. Two studies using 

four-person groups brainstorming verbally and traditionally for twenty minutes 

(Graham, 1977; Harah & Graham, 1975) yielded means ranging from 25 to 

52.25 ideas. Thus it seems there is substantial vahance in the performance of 

verbally interacting groups of four. A possibility is that sometimes a great 

amount of process loss occurs, but other times it does not. Alternatively, 

"synergy" could sometimes occur, but evidence of synergy is highly suspect, 

whereas evidence of process loss is well established. Brainstorming is by 

nature laissez-faire, and standard deviations within groups can be very large (12 

to 15 is not atypical). In addition, the standard deviations of groups of four 

performing under the same conditions may vary dramatically. For instance, 

Gallupe et al. (1994, expehment 3) found a modest standard deviation for turn-

taking groups (6.65), but a much larger one under the same conditions in his 

second expehment, (19.44). Perhaps something other than the independent 

variables of interest, such as tendencies for convergent thinking (Larey & 

Paulus, in press) or gender composition ratios affected groups' performances 

across experiments. In any case, performance fluctuation deserves further 

investigation. 

A tally of previous research (26 groups) shows that the mean number of 

unique ideas generated by interacting groups of four was 37.65. This tally 
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includes many manipulations of variables, such as time allowed, evaluation 

potential and brainstorming topic. Resthcting the tally to the "thumbs" topic only 

(seven groups) yields a mean of 35.25 unique ideas. When one examines the 

data collapsed over the "thumbs" and either the "people" or "touhsm" problems 

(ten groups), the average number of unique ideas jumps to 42.98. It may be 

that the dependent vahable "total number of unique ideas" is sensitive to the 

brainstorming topic, though the difference between nominal and interacting 

groups is not. Another possibility is differences in coding across studies. For 

example, the "thumbs" problem frequently yields opposing ideas, such as "you 

could play the guitar better" or "it would be more difficult to play the guitar." 

Depending on coding rules, one or two ideas could be scored. It is likely that a 

lot of other "noise" is captured in this measure as well. Standard deviations from 

the inclusive, "thumbs" only, and "thumbs" collapsed condition are 11.62, 13.38 

and 11.16, respectively. There is insufficient data for groups of other sizes for 

additional comparisons. Three studies yielded unusual scores: Dunnette, 

Campbell and Jaastad (1963), who used expehenced subjects and the "thumbs" 

(60.8) and "people" (59.8) topics; Rotter (1969), who used the "education" topic 

(50.2); and Harah and Graham (1975), who used the "thumbs" topic (52.5). 

Because of methodological differences in these experiments, we cannot draw 

any firm conclusions by compahng the mean number of non-repeated ideas 

generated by the brainstorming groups (but see Mullen et al., 1991, for a meta

analysis). 
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Because there are data from only two turn-taking groups, one cannot 

conclude that the turn-taking structure provides a procedural advantage. Still, 

previous research using other tasks (Worchel & Shackleford, 1991) suggests 

that predetermined structure can benefit performance and facilitate interpersonal 

relations for groups as long as the task is performed in a non-stressful 

environment. Perhaps introducing a turn-taking structure may have positive 

effects, especially in groups with two dominant members who would othen^se 

gain access to the floor frequently and voice several ideas at once. Though 

equalizing participation may in fact limit the output of the most productive 

member(s), it may serve to bhng about a greater group output total. Equalizing 

participation may optimize each person's motivation and performance for the 

duration of the brainstonning session. In addition, it is likely that participant 

satisfaction will be greater when participation opportunities are equally 

disthbuted, either by an imposed or spontaneously evolving structure. There 

may be limitations to controlled speaking, however. Ruback, Dabbs and Hopper 

(1984) reported that when the amount of talk was controlled, group leaders 

spent more time in turns and in the pauses before and after their turns. 

The Impact of Increasing Group Size on Idea Quantity in Focus Groups 

Further support for the idea that changes in procedural guidelines may be 

beneficial comes from the work of Fern (1982) who researched moderator and 

interviewer effects upon focus groups and compared their output to nominal 
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groups. In focus groups, participants who are strangers are interviewed by a 

moderator concerning some product marketing issue. Most groups are 

composed of eight to twelve members (Fern, 1982). Consistent with the results 

of brainstorming studies. Fern found that nominal groups produced more ideas 

than focus groups, and that the nominal group output advantage increased as a 

function of group size. One can see a more surprising finding by comparing the 

output of Fern's (1982) focus groups to the output of Bouchard and Hare's 

(1970) brainstorming groups and Gallupe et al.'s (1994) turn-taking groups. 

Fern used groups of four and eight, while Bouchard and Hare (1970) used 

groups of four, five and nine. Focus groups and turn-taking brainstorming groups 

of four produced about the same number of ideas (56 and 63, respectively), 

whereas brainstorming groups produced around 38 ideas. It should be noted 

that Fern (1982) allowed proportionally larger amounts of time for groups of 

greater sizes while Bouchard and Hare allowed twenty-five minutes across size 

conditions. Focus groups of eight participants generated one-hundred-fourteen 

ideas, and brainstorming groups of nine generated approximately seventy-four 

ideas (numehcal means were not stated, this information is inferred from a 

graph). Though both the brainstorming and focus group procedures are idea 

generation techniques, it is possible that the techniques are so different that 

compahsons of results lose meaning. However, if one considers the idea 

generation task on a continuum of process structure, then perhaps meaningful 
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comparisons between focus groups (high structure), turn-taking groups (medium 

structure) and brainstorming groups (low structure) can be made. 

In summary, as traditional interacting brainstorming groups become 

larger, deletehous effects, whether due to production-blocking, evaluation 

apprehension, norm formation or free-hding, lead to diminishing returns (idea 

quantity) as a function of increasing group size. The output of nominal groups is 

additive (proportional gains in quantity) when group size is increased. The 

range of improvement for nominal brainstorming groups from size four to size 

eight is about ninety ideas. The output of Fern's (1982) focus groups shows that 

increasing group size has a strong positive effect on idea quantity; equivalent 

group size increases in brainstorming groups yield much smaller increases in 

the number of unique ideas generated. Fern (1982) allowed more time-on-task 

as group size increased, and this may have mitigated the impact of diminishing 

returns. Another point to consider is how increasing group size affects the 

output of both electronic interacting and electronic nominal brainstorming 

groups. 

The Impact of Increasing Group Size on Idea Quantity in Electronic 
Brainstorming Groups 

Electronic interacting groups benefit to a greater degree than 

brainstorming groups as a function of increasing group size. Dennis and 

Valacich (1993) found that electronic interacting groups of twelve produced 

136.44 ideas whereas groups of six produced 55.42 ideas. However, nominal 
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non-electronic groups of six produced 65.81 ideas-about ten more than the 

interacting electronic groups. Furthermore, interacting electronic (computer) 

brainstorming groups of six members actually produced an equivalent number of 

ideas (55.42) to traditional turn-taking groups (Gallupe et al., 1994) of four 

members (56.3). Nominal electronic groups (individuals) of six generated fewer 

ideas than nominal traditional groups of five, and nominal electronic groups of 

twelve generated substantially fewer ideas (107) than nominal traditional groups 

of ten (190). These findings may be due to a slower keyboarding versus writing 

speed. 

Examining the function of increasing group size on interacting electronic 

groups shows a small but steady increase between groups of size four and size 

six; then greater gains are seen at a comparable rate with gains to nominal 

traditional groups of like sizes. However, there is still a substantial output 

advantage for the nominal groups of ten (180) to the output of interacting 

computer groups (130). It is interesting that this is a mirror-image of the pattern 

exhibited by interacting focus groups across group size increases. 

In summary, increasing size has a positive effect on quantity of output for 

nominal, brainstorming, computer brainstorming, and focus groups. There are 

different degrees of size-related gains between the various procedure 

conditions. Though it is safe to bet that turn-taking groups will too show size-

related gains in output quantity, the rate of improvement needs to be empirically 

established and compared to brainstorming and nominal groups of like sizes. 
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The Potential Impact nf Increasing Group Size upon Idea Quantity in Turn-
Taking Groups 

A question arises regarding the function of increasing group size in 

relation to turn-taking. The turn-taking procedure is considered to be a 

production blocking simulation, and it does serve this function when introduced 

into electronic brainstorming. However, in verbal interactive groups, turn-takers 

(Gallupe et al., 1994, expehment 2) produced 59.6 ideas and turn-takers in 

expehment three produced 53 ideas. Experiment 3 allowed for comparison to 

groups of verbal brainstormers participating under regular ("grab the floor") 

conditions. These brainstormers produced an average of 51.7 ideas. The 

output from Gallupe's participants is high, compared to the average output of 

groups of four across all studies. When the sum of previous studies is 

considered, most interactive groups scored fewer than 50 ideas; the average 

output for these groups of four in 26 studies was approximately 37 unique ideas 

per group. Given the large performance differences, it seems additional 

research compahng turn-taking groups of various sizes to regular brainstorming 

groups of like sizes is needed. 

Gallupe et al. (1994) also used a second production blocking simulation 

called the "first-in" procedure. Computer users were required to wait for a signal 

from the expehmenter that a member has finished typing an idea. Then, users 

competed for the quickest access to their individual keyboard, and ties were 

immediately broken by the expehmenter who monitored the process. Gallupe 

reasoned the effects of this block would be weaker than the turn-taking block in 
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electronic brainstorming, because the total time spent waiting by users would be 

less. However, the "first-in" blocker had a stronger negative effect upon 

electronic users. In addition, verbal brainstormers under analogous "first-in" 

rules performed slightly worse (47.0) than the normal brainstormers. It seems 

that the "first-in" manipulation could heighten the air of competition and 

accentuate the task of fighting for the floor, although it merely formalizes the 

regular brainstorming process. If so, this detrimental effect too may emerge as 

significant over increasing size. However, since our goal is to reduce process 

loss, this possibility will not be addressed by the present research. The 

possibility is merely considered to illustrate the potential importance of perceived 

competition or vigilance demands, since any alleviation of size-related 

diminishing returns due in part to disthbuted participation (turn-taking) in larger 

interacting groups could not be explained by, and would in fact be at odds with 

production blocking notions. 

When turn-taking is introduced into electronic groups, the advantage of 

parallel access is eliminated and an artificial wait-state is created. Thus, turn-

taking electronic brainstorming more closely resembles verbal brainstorming. Of 

course, the turn-taking process does not eliminate any waiting aspects of 

production blocking in verbal groups. However, it does standardize the amount 

of time one must wait for a turn. A beneficial by-product may be a sense of 

assurance that one will be able to express a great idea just as soon as one's 

turn rolls around. It is possible that these participants' expehence is therefore 
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more relaxed, and that maintaining the idea in memory until the floor becomes 

available is more likely. However, waiting time increases with increasing group 

size. Therefore it may be advisable to increase interaction time concurrent with 

increasing group size as Fern (1982) did in his focus group research, or to allow 

as much as twenty-five minutes per session with larger groups as Bouchard and 

Hare (1970) did. In any case, there is a potential beneficial effect of disthbuted 

participation that can be explored alone or in conjunction with other procedural 

changes. 

If turn-taking has a beneficial effect in larger groups, a theoretical 

explanation would be required. One possibility is that participation is more 

equally disthbuted among members and that this has positive consequences. 

Though members can pass their turns at any time, it should be unlikely that one 

or two assertive members can dominate the idea generation session under the 

turn-taking condition. Therefore, a person not comfortable with fighting for the 

floor but who nevertheless has good ideas is guaranteed a better chance to 

voice them. Moreover, past research has shown that evaluation apprehension is 

greater in groups with clearty dominant and submissive participants, so a 

possible by-product of disthbuted participation is a reduction in evaluation 

apprehension. However, there were no self-reported significant differences in 

these items addressed by a post-expehmental questionnaire among groups of 

four in Gallupe et al.'s (1994) study. 
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Previous research suggests that the total number of unique ideas 

generated by a group increases as a function of group size (e.g., Bouchard & 

Hare, 1970; Renzulli, Owen & Callahan, 1974), so we can assume an overall 

positive effect of size would occur for turn-taking groups. Of course, any gains 

in quantity will appear small when compared to nominal groups or electronic 

interacting groups. However, turn-taking groups may benefit more from 

increasing group size than regular brainstorming groups do. Turn-taking 

(regulated floor access) could reduce demands on attentional capacity by 

reducing the need for vigilance. Thus, each participant should be able to devote 

a greater percentage of energy solely to ideation. This effect is insignificant but 

in the expected direction among groups of four, and it could emerge as 

significant in groups of eight or twelve. 

The Effects of Technology and Procedure upon 
Participant Satisfaction 

Another dependent variable of interest that has been studied is the 

participant's satisfaction with the brainstorming process. Dennis and Valacich 

(1993) reported greater satisfaction in the electronic interacting condition than in 

the nominal condition. Furthermore, Stroebe et al. (1992) and Paulus et. al. 

(1992) have documented and explored the "illusion of productivity." That is, 

participants in interacting conditions overestimate their own contribution to the 

group product, perhaps due to social compahson processes. It is likely that 

groups generating ideas under turn-taking conditions are less susceptible to the 
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Illusion of productivity. In any case, it is possible that the "illusion of 

productivity" may underlie reported satisfaction with the group process. In 

addition, participants may receive positive non-verbal feedback in interacting 

conditions, and this of course is not possible in the nominal condition. 

Effects of Increasing Group Size and Procedural Differences upon 
Idea Quality 

Osborne (1957) ohginally proposed that increasing group size should 

have positive effects on idea quality due to heightened imagination stimulation 

potential. However, more research has focused on idea quantity than on idea 

quality (see literature reviews by Mullen, 1991; or Lamm & Trommsdortf, 1973). 

Torrance (1970) compared the creativity of interactive dyads to 

individuals on a vahety of tasks, including idea generation. He also observed 

differences due to dyadic interaction in five-year-old children. He used three 

chteha as dependent vahables: fluency, flexibility and ohginality. Fluency was 

essentially the number of non-redundant responses, a measure quite similar to 

the dependent vahable measure used by idea generation researchers. 

Flexibility was defined as the number of different approaches or categories 

found in responses, and originality was the subjectively rated unusualness or 

"creative strength" of the responses. The dyads followed a turn-taking process, 

by default. Torrance (1970) found that interacting dyads of adult subjects 

exhibited both greater flexibility and ohginality than solo subjects across his tests 

of creative thinking. Though the mean was in the expected direction, no 
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significant difference in fluency (total number of creative solutions) was found. 

For five-year-old children, only the dyadic advantage for originality reached 

statistical significance. However, the means showed a non-significant dyadic 

advantage for fluency and flexibility. It should be noted that the numbers of 

subjects was modest, 40 for adults and 46 for children, so there was perhaps 

insufficient power to detect meaningful differences. 

Renzulli, Owen and Cooper (1974) also used the flexibility and ohginality 

criteria to evaluate idea quality. They found that, overall, both improved as a 

function of group size. However, on both measures, as well as the fluency 

measure, the outputs of groups of three and six were not distinguishable. 

Differences in ohginality were significant between groups of three and groups of 

twelve, with groups of twelve performing better than groups of three; but 

differences in flexibility were not significantly different. All group scores were 

superior to individual scores. 

Effects of Increasing Group Size and Procedural Differences upon 
Particpants' Perceptions 

Dennis and Valacich (1993) asked participants fourteen questions about 

their expehences of brainstorming (electronically) either nominally or 

interactively as a member of a six- or twelve-person group. There were no main 

effects for group size, but several for the interactive versus the nominal 

condition. Participants reported slightly more evaluation apprehension, greater 

stimulation and greater satisfaction vAih the allotted time period under interactive 
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conditions. One interaction effect was found for evaluation apprehension with 

participants in twelve-member groups expehencing slightly more apprehension 

than participants in six-member groups. 

Other questions focused upon perceptions of production blocking and 

free hding, and no significant differences due to group size or interactive mode 

were detected. Some questions focused on perceptions of individual 

performance while others addressed perceptions of the group's performance. 

No questions addressed perceptions of performance in comparison to fellow 

group members, rehearsal difficulties or memory loss, perceptions of task 

difficulty or perceptions of the group's productivity. It may enhch our 

understanding of the idea generation process to explore these types of 

participant perceptions as well. 

Gallupe, Bastianutti and Cooper (1991) asked a few more questions 

about participants' perceptions in their study compahng groups of four 

interacting or nominal and electronic or traditional brainstormers. Many positive 

main effects of interacting with others were found, including greater satisfaction, 

confidence in performance, comfort with the process, personal motivation to do 

well, opportunity to express more ideas and actually expressing more ideas. 

Only one main effect for technology was found; traditional brainstormers felt the 

task was more difficult than electronic brainstormers did. Three interaction 

effects were found upon perceptions of task difficulty, participation in the 

process and evaluation apprehension. Nominal electronic groups felt the most 
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apprehensive and that they had participated the least, whereas interactive 

electronic brainstormers felt the task was easier, that they had participated to a 

greater degree and that they were not very apprehensive about evaluation. This 

may be due to the ability to compare and evaluate individual performance 

provided by access to the group idea pool. Unfortunately, no groups of other 

sizes were used, so size effects remain a question for future research. 

In 1994, Gallupe, Cooper, Ghse and Bastianutti assessed the effects of 

artificial types of production blocks upon electronic and verbal interacting or 

nominal brainstormers. Members of non-electronic turn-taking groups expressed 

as much satisfaction with the brainstorming process as computer-using turn-

takers. Members of the electronic turn-taking groups also reported greater 

production blocking than members of verbal turn-taking groups. Equivalent 

perceptions of production blocking rather than statistically significant differences 

were expected. The researchers did expect electronic-turn-takers to differ from 

regular electronic groups on this measure, but they did not expect a difference 

across technology conditions. 

In conclusion, the research on group brainstorming shows that larger 

groups generate more ideas than smaller groups, and that there is some size 

related improvement in idea quality. Nevertheless, the quantity of ideas 

produced by brainstorming groups is adversely affected by process loss, chiefly 

production blocking. Thus when the quantity of ideas generated by interacting 

groups is compared to the quantity of ideas generated by nominal groups, the 
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nominal groups perform better than the brainstorming groups, and the 

advantage in quantity for nominal groups over brainstorming groups becomes 

more pronounced as group size increases. There is however some data that 

suggests that brainstorming groups whose members take turns may produce 

more ideas than brainstorming groups following traditional rules regarding floor 

access. This possibility is seen when one compares the mean number of ideas 

produced by turn-taking groups of four from Gallupe et al.'s (1994) research to 

the mean number of ideas from all previous researchers over the years. 

However, it is true that in Gallupe et al.'s (1994) third study, the advantage for 

turn-taking groups of four over brainstorming groups of four did not reach 

statistical significance. Therefore, further research is needed to determine if a 

difference in quantity can be detected when groups of four are compared, 

perhaps with a larger data set and greater power to detect those differences, or 

if a quantity advantage for turn-taking over brainstorming will become apparent 

as group size increases. 

Differences in the quality of ideas between turn-taking and brainstorming 

groups of various sizes must also be assessed; this distinction was not 

considered in the only research (Gallupe et al., 1994) compahng turn-taking to 

brainstorming. Quality should be assessed not only by a rated score, but also 

by a selection chteha. That is, the most valuable ideas are those which are 

selected for future implementation. Differences in idea quality related to 

procedure and to group size need to be empihcally established. 
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APPENDIX B 

INSTRUCTIONS TO SUBJECTS 

You are here today to participate in a study about how groups of people 

generate ideas. All your responses will be video- and audio-taped. No one 

except myself and my assistants will watch these tapes. At this time I would like 

you to read and sign the consent form in front of you. Feel free to ask any 

questions. 

You will be generating ideas on two different topics today. I will explain 

the procedure, and give you a five-minute practice session. Then, you will have 

a twenty-minute session, followed by a short break if one is needed. Then you 

will participate in the second twenty-minute session, and complete a 

questionnaire. 

Brainstorming Instructions 

In a moment, I will give you a topic question, and your goal is to generate 

as many ideas as you can in response to that question. I would like your group 

to have every chance to reach its' greatest creative potential. Therefore, no one 

is allowed to say anything chtical about any of the ideas that are offered. In 

addition, you should not worry about what you yourself or anyone else may think 

of the ideas you suggest. In fact, the wilder the idea is, the better. You are to 

voice any idea that comes to mind, as soon as you get the opportunity to speak. 

No one is to regulate access to the floor formally. Rather, just speak naturally as 
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the opportunity arises. Remember, you are to voice all the ideas that come to 

your mind without judging them in any way. As you go along, you may combine 

or modify any of the ideas which you have already heard, in order to produce 

additional ideas. In fact, this is a good way for your group to generate more 

ideas. Remember that quantity and the creative freedom to express yourselves 

are the key points. Do you have any questions? The topic for your five-minute 

practice session is . Please generate as many ideas as 

you can in response to this question. You may now begin. Are there any 

questions I should answer before the twenty-minute session? Your topic for the 

twenty minute session is . Please generate as many ideas 

as you can in response to this question. 

Turn-taking Instructions 

In a moment, I will give you a topic question, and your goal is to generate 

as many ideas as you can in response to that question. I would like your group 

to have every chance to reach its' greatest creative potential. Therefore, no one 

is allowed to say anything chtical about any of the ideas that are offered. In 

addition, you should not worry about what you yourself or anyone else may think 

of the ideas you suggest. In fact, the wilder the idea is, the better. You are to 

voice any idea that comes to mind, as soon as it is your turn to speak. You will 

only be allowed to speak when you are holding this baton, or "talking stick." We 

will begin with the person in this chair, and proceed around the circle in a 
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clockwise direction, passing the talking stick. If your turn to speak comes up, 

and you don't have an idea, just say "pass" and continue on around the circle. 

You will get your next turn as usual. Remember, you are to voice all the ideas 

that come to your mind without judging them in any way. As you go along, you 

may combine or modify any of the ideas which you have already heard, in order 

to produce additional ideas. In fact, this is a good way for your group to 

generate more ideas. Remember that quantity and the creative freedom to 

express yourselves are the key points. Do you have any questions? The topic 

for your five-minute practice session is . Please generate 

as many ideas as you can in response to this question. You may now begin. 

Are there any questions I should answer before the twenty-minute session? 

Your topic for the twenty minute session is . Please generate 

as many ideas as you can in response to this question. 

Nominal Group Instructions (timed) 

You are here today to participate in a study about how people generate 

ideas. All your responses will be audio-taped. No one except myself and my 

assistants will watch these tapes. At this time I would like you to read and sign 

the consent form in front of you. Feel free to ask any questions. You will have a 

five minute practice session followed by a two twenty minute sessions, with 

different topics each time. I will notify you when your time is up, and give you 
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the topic for the next session. After the last session, you will complete a 

questionnaire. 

In a moment, I will give you a topic question, and your goal is to generate 

as many ideas as you can in response to that question. I would like you to have 

every chance to reach your greatest creative potential. Therefore, don't worry 

about what you think of the ideas you suggest. In fact, the wilder the idea is, the 

better. You are to voice any idea that comes to mind, as soon as you can. Just 

speak naturally as the opportunity arises. Remember, you are to voice all the 

ideas that come to your mind without judging them in any way. As you go along, 

you may combine or modify any of the ideas which you have already suggested, 

in order to produce additional ideas. In fact, this is a good way for you to 

generate more ideas. Remember that quantity and the creative freedom to 

express yourself are the key points. Do you have any questions? The topic for 

your five-minute practice session is . Please generate as 

many ideas as you can in response to this question. You may now begin. Are 

there any questions I should answer before the twenty-minute session? Your 

topic for the twenty minute session is . Please generate as 

many ideas as you can in response to this question. Your topic for the second 

twenty minute session is . Please generate as many ideas 

as you can in response to this question. 
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Nominal Group Instrurtions (untimftri) 

You are here today to participate in a study about how people generate 

Ideas. All your responses will be audio-taped. No one except myself and my 

assistants will watch these tapes. At this time I would like you to read and sign 

the consent form in front of you. Feel free to ask any questions. You will have a 

five minute practice session followed by a two other sessions, with different 

topics each time. After you are out of ideas, turn off the tape recorder and notify 

me, so that I can rewind and turn over the tape, and give you the second topic. 

Afterwards, you will complete a questionnaire. 

In a moment, I will give you a topic question, and your goal is to generate as 

many ideas as you can in response to that question. I would like you to have 

every chance to reach your greatest creative potential. Therefore, don't worry 

about what you think of the ideas you suggest. In fact, the wilder the idea is, the 

better. You are to voice any idea that comes to mind, as soon as you can. Just 

speak naturally as the opportunity ahses. Remember, you are to voice all the 

ideas that come to your mind without judging them in any way. As you go along, 

you may combine or modify any of the ideas which you have already suggested, 

in order to produce additional ideas. In fact, this is a good way for you to 

generate more ideas. Remember that quantity and the creative freedom to 

express yourself are the key points. Do you have any questions? The topic for 

your five-minute practice session is . Please generate as 

many ideas as you can in response to this question. You may now begin. Are 
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there any questions I should answer before the twenty-minute session? Your 

topic for the first session is . Please generate as many ideas 

as you can in response to this question. Your topic for the second session is 

. Please generate as many ideas as you can in response to 

this question. 
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APPENDIX C 

TASK PERCEPTIONS QUESTIONNAIRE 

Please circle the number that best deschbes your feelings in response to the 
following questions and statements. 

1. How do you feel about the process by which you generated ideas? 

Very 
dissatisfied 

Neutral/ 
undecided 

Very 
satisfied 

1 8 

2. How do you feel about the ideas your group proposed? 

Very 
dissatisfied 

Neutral/ 
undecided 

Very 
satisfied 

1 8 

3. How do you feel about the ideas you proposed? 

Very 
dissatisfied 

Neutral/ 
undecided 

Very 
satisfied 

1 8 

4. All in all, how do you feel about participating in this expehment? 

Very 
dissatisfied 

Neutral/ 
undecided 

Very 
satisfied 

1 8 
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5. When you thought of an idea, 

Could you express 
immediately? 

Neutral/ 
undecided 

Did you have to 
wait to express it? 

1 8 

6. Did you express your ideas 

Soon after you 
thought of them? 

Neutral/ 
undecided 

After waiting 
awhile? 

1 8 

7. Did you feel any apprehension about generating your ideas? 

A lot of 
apprehension 

1 : 

Neutral/ 
undecided 

No apprehension 

8 

8. How at ease were you duhng the idea generating session? 

Definitely not 
at ease 

1 ; 

Neutral/ 
undecided 

Very 
at ease 

8 

9. How much do you feel you participated in this idea generation session? 

Not much at all Neutral/ 
undecided 

A lot 

8 
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10. How much do you feel other members of your group participated in this idea 
generation session? 
Not much at all Neutral/ A lot 

undecided 

1 8 

11. How satisfied are you with your own performance on this task? 

Very 
dissatisfied 

Neutral/ 
undecided 

Very 
satisfied 

1 8 

12. How satisfied are you with the other group members performance on this 
task? 

Very 
dissatisfied 

Neutral/ 
undecided 

Very 
satisfied 

1 8 

13. How stimulating did you find this task? 

Not 
stimulating 

Neutral/ 
undecided 

Very 
stimulating 

1 8 

14. How interesting was this idea generation task? 

Not 
interesting 

Neutral/ 
undecided 

Very 
interesting 

1 8 
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15. How motivated were you to generate quality ideas? 

Definitely 
not motivated 

1 : 

Neutral/ 
undecided 

8 

Very 
motivated 

16. For this idea generation session, did you 

have as much 
time as you needed 

Neutral/ 
undecided 

Want 
more time 

1 8 

17. Considehng all the ideas that you thought of, did you 

have time to express al 
your ideas 

Neutral/ 
undecided 

Not have time to 
express all your 
ideas 

8 

18. I felt like the members of my group cooperated with each other 

All of the 
time 

1 

Neutral/ 
undecided 

7 8 

None of the 
time 

19. I felt like my group worked well together 

All of the 
time 

1 

Neutral/ 
undecided 

8 

None of the 
time 
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20. While waiting for a chance to express an idea, I 

found it easy to Neutral/ found it hard to 
pay attention to undecided pay attention to 
others Ideas others' ideas 

^ 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 

21. While waiting for a chance to express an idea, I 

found it easy Neutral/ found it hard 
to remember my undecided to remember my 
own ideas own ideas 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 

22. While waiting for a chance to express an idea, I felt 

calm Neutral/ nervous 
undecided 

8 

23. My groups performance duhng the eahy part of the session was 

excellent Neutral/ poor 
undecided 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 

24. My groups performance duhng the middle part of the session was 

excellent Neutral/ poor 
undecided 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 
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25. My groups performance during the last part of the session was 

® ĉ®"®nt Neutral/ poor 
undecided 

^ 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 

26. In general, I would rate my group's performance as 

excellent Neutral/ poor 
undecided 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 

27. Estimate about how many ideas 

you contributed 

your entire group contributed 

an average member in your group conthbuted 

the best member in your group conthbuted 

the worst member in your group contributed 

NOMINAL GROUP QUESTIONNAIRE 

Please circle the number that best deschbes your feelings in response to the 
following questions and statements. 

1. How do you feel about the process by which you generated ideas? 
very satisfied very dissatisfied 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 

2. How do you feel about the ideas you proposed? 
very satisfied very dissatisfied 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 
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3. All in all, how do you feel about participating in this expehment? 
very satisfied very dissatisfied 

'' 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 

4. Did you express your ideas 

Soon after you After waiting 
thought of them? a while? 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 

5. Did you feel any apprehension about voicing your ideas? 

a lot of apprehension no apprehension 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 

6. How at ease were you duhng the idea generating session? 

definitely not at ease very at ease 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 

7. How much do you feel you participated in this idea generation session? 

a lot not much at all 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 

8. How satisfied are you with your own performance on this task? 

very satisfied very dissatisfied 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 

9. I believe my performance on this task was most likely 

far superior to far inferior to 
the average person the average 

person 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 
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10. If I were to do this same task in a group situation, my performance would 

increase greatly decrease greatly 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 

11. How stimulating did you find this task? 

not at all stimulating 

1 

12. How interesting was this idea generation task? 

not at all interesting 

1 8 

very stimulating 

8 

very interesting 

13. How motivated were you to generate high quality ideas? 

extremely motivated not at all motivated 

8 

14. How motivated were you to generate as many ideas as you could? 

extremely motivated 

1 8 

not at all motivated 

15. For this idea generation session, did you 

have as much time as you wanted? 

8 

want more time? 
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16. Considehng all the ideas that you thought of, did you 

have time to express all not have time to 
your ideas express all your 

ideas 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 

17. For what percentage of the time could you concentrate all your energy 
upon generating ideas? 

100% less than 10% 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 

18. About how many ideas did you have that you were not able to contribute? 
10 or more None 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 

19. Estimate about how many ideas you conthbuted 
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APPENDIX D 

ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE SOURCE TABLE 

Table 4. Analysis of Vahance 

Between-Subiects Effects 
Within + Residual 
Size 
Procedure 
Order 
Size X Procedure 
Size X Order 
Procedure X Order 
Size X Procedure X Order 

Within-Subjects Effects 

Within + Residual 
Topics 
Size X Topics 
Procedure X Topics 
Order X Topics 
Size X Procedure X Topics 
Size X Order X Topics 
Procedure X Order X Topics 
.9i7p X Procedure X Order X T( 

SS DF 
58543.80 32 
28652.45 1 
16646.45 1 

369.80 1 
1296.05 1 

45.00 1 
1155.20 1 

168.20 1 

8039.80 32 
5544.45 1 

.05 1 
61.25 1 
39.20 1 

732.05 1 
24.20 1 
72.20 1 

DDics 9.80 1 

MS 
1829.49 

28652.45 
16646.45 

369.80 
1296.05 

45.00 
1155.20 
168.20 

251.24 
5544.45 

.05 
61.25 
39.20 

732.05 
24.20 
72.20 

9.80 

F 

15.66 
9.10 
.20 
.71 
.02 
.63 
.09 

22.07 
.00 
.24 
.16 
.29 
.10 
.29 
.04 

Sic. F 

.000 
.006 
.611 
.441 
.925 
.469 
.811 

.000 
.989 
.625 
.695 
.098 
.758 
.596 
.845 
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APPENDIX E 

REVISED QUESTIONNAIRE, BY FACTOR CONSTRUCTS 

Please circle the number that best describes your feelings in response to the 
following questions and statements. 

General Evaluation. Factor 1 

1. How do you feel about the process by which you generated ideas? 

very satisfied very dissatisfied 

9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 

2. How do you feel about the ideas your group proposed? 

very satisfied very dissatisfied 

9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 

3. How do you feel about the ideas you proposed? 

very satisfied very dissatisfied 

9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 

4. All in all, how do you feel about participating in this expehment? 

very satisfied very dissatisfied 
9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 5. How much do you feel you participated in this idea generation session? 

(formerly #9) 

A lot Neutral/ not much 
undecided at all 

9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 
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6. How satisfied are you with your own performance on this task? 
(fomnehy #11) 
V®'^ Neutral / Very 
satisfied 

Neutral/ 
undecided dissatisfied 

8 

7. How satisfied are you with the other group members performance on this 
lasK: 

(formehy#12) 
Very 
satisfied 

Neutral/ 
undecided 

Very 
dissatisfied 

8 1 

8. How stimulating did you find this task? 
(formehy #13) 
Very Neutral/ 
stimulating undecided 

Not 
stimulating 

8 1 

9. How interesting was this idea generation task? 
(formehy #14) 
Very Neutral/ 
interesting undecided 

Not 
interesting 

8 1 

10. How motivated were you to generate quality ideas? 
(formehy #15) 
Very Neutral/ 
motivated undecided 

Definitely not 
motivated 

8 1 

Estimates of Ideas, Factor 2 

Estimate about how many ideas 

11. you conthbuted 

12. your entire group conthbuted 
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13. an average member in your group conthbuted 

14. the best member in your group conthbuted 

15.the worst member in your group contributed 

Apprehension. Factor 3 

16. Did you feel any apprehension about generating your ideas? 
(formehy #7) 
A lot of Neutral/ No apprehension 
apprehension undecided 

9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 

17. How at ease were you duhng the idea generating session? 
(formerly #8) 
Definitely not Neutral/ Very 
at ease undecided at ease 

9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 

18. While waiting for a chance to express an idea, I felt 
(formerly #22) 
Nervous Neutral/ calm 

undecided 

8 

Evaluations of Performance. Factor 4 

19. My groups performance during the early part of the session was 
(formerly #23) 
excellent Neutral/ poor 

undecided 

9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 
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20. My groups performance during the middle part of the session was 
(formerly #24) 
excellent Neutral/ poor 

undecided 

9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 

21. In general, I would rate my group's performance as 
(formerly #26) 
excellent Neutral/ poor 

undecided 

8 

22. How much do you feel other members of your group participated in this idea 
generation session? 
(formehy #10, negative loading) 

A lot Neutral/ Not much at all 
undecided 

9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 

Cooperation. Factor 5 

23. I felt like the members of my group cooperated with each other 
(formerly #18) 
All of the Neutral/ None of the 
time undecided time 

9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 

24. I felt like my group worked well together 
(formehy #19) 
All of the Neutral/ None of the 
time undecided time 

9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 
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Time Allowed. Factor 6 

25. For this idea generation session, did you 
(formerly #16) 
have as much Neutral/ 
time as you needed undecided 

Want 
more time 

8 1 

26. Considering all the ideas that you thought of, did you 
(formerly #17) 
have time to express all Neutral/ 
your ideas undecided 

8 

Not have time to 
express all your 
ideas 
1 

Production Blockina. Factor 7 

27. When you thought of an idea, 
(formerly #5) 
Did you have to Neutral/ 
wait to express it? undecided 

8 

Could you express 
it immediately? 

1 

28. Did you express your ideas 
(formerly #6) 
After vy/aiting 
awhile? 

8 

Neutral/ 
undecided 

Soon after you 
thought of them? 

1 

29. My groups performance duhng the last part of the session was 
(fomnehy #25) 
excellent Neutral/ POor 

undecided 

8 1 
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Memory and Attention, Factor 8 

30. While waiting for a chance to express an idea, I 
(formerly #20) 
found it easy to Neutral/ found it hard to 
pay attention to undecided pay attention to 
others' ideas others' ideas 

9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 

31. While waiting for a chance to express an idea, I 
(formerly #21) _,.. ^ ^ 
found it easy Neutral/ found it hard 
to remember my undecided to remember my 
own ideas 

9 8 

own ideas 

1 
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